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Executive Summary

The Gas sector experts are paying attention to legislative simplification of permitting procedures for gas production, but they point out the lack of attention of legislators to registered drafts on reforming activities in the sector. The experts have also considered the settlement of the crisis situation caused by the reluctance of the Russian company Gazprom to comply with the decisions of the Stockholm Arbitration and its subsequent actions, including statements of the intentions to terminate contracts. In addition, the government still insists on the formation by gas suppliers of reserve stocks this year and also left unchanged gas prices for households and DHCs till June 1, continuing negotiations with the IMF.

The Electricity and Nuclear Safety Task Force noted the adoption of main regulatory legal acts on the new electricity market. The experts also drew attention to information on the losses of Energoatom in 2017 compared with the profits in 2016. In addition, the director of the company notified of the lack of funds in the tariff to cover the basic needs. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry has developed a legislative initiative on electricity debts in the temporarily occupied territories.

Experts from the Energy Efficiency and Social Issues Task Force point to significant gaps in the use of energy efficiency issues in rhetoric and the practical implementation. In particular, the unsuccessful recovery of the “warm loans” program, as well as the very slow progress in the process of establishing the Energy Efficiency Fund, which, according to expert forecasts, can be expected in the fall, is the focus of attention in this sector.

In the Environment and Renewable Energy Sources Target Group, experts note the adoption of the Law On Strategic Environmental Assessment, although they indicate some restrictions as regards the scope of its implementation. In the field of renewables, against the backdrop of a revival of investor interest, a discussion about possible changes in support schemes, in particular regarding the potential introduction of auctions and their specific features, unfolds.

The Oil and Oil Products sector experts are paying attention to adjusting a number of details provided for in the updated Action Plan on Implementation of the Association Agreement. At the same time, the group welcomed the adoption of long-awaited legislation on the activities in development and operation of oil and gas deposits. In addition, the efforts to meet the requirements of Directive 2009/119/EC in terms of creating minimum stocks of oil and oil products have been intensified.

In the Business Climate sector, experts noted the lack of a quorum in the NEURC, since, despite the identification of potential Regulator’s members by the Competition Committee for the Selection of Candidates for the NEURC Members, there was no mandatory special check in March. Meanwhile, temporary members of the Commission have been dismissed.
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Signing by the President of Ukraine of the law on a significant simplification of permitting procedures for gas production (Law No. 2314-VIII) at the end of March became an important step in the reform of the deregulation of this sector. At the same time, during March, the Verkhovna Rada did not consider any other draft law related to the further reformation of activities in the gas field, although MPs registered a number of new legislative initiatives.

In less than a week, the crisis situation with the supply of gas that arose in the beginning of the month through the fall of temperature and refusal of Gazprom to resume gas supplies from March 1 according to the decision of the Stockholm Arbitration was overcome. Since March 7, Ukraine’s power system has already been operating in a usual mode. In addition, the Government actually prolonged requirements of 2016-2017 on the formation of the reserve stock by natural gas suppliers for 2018.

The Government extended the effect of the current Regulation on Public Service Obligations (PSO) in the natural gas market by June 1, thus leaving the price of gas for households and DHCs unchanged for this period, however, the price negotiations with the IMF representatives continue. The Governmental Working Group has continued to seek a reliable foreign partner for the joint management of the Ukrainian GTS: On March 14, a third round of interviews with potential European partners took place.

During March, Gazprom appealed both decisions of the Stockholm arbitration: under the contract for gas supply and the contract for its transit. At the same time, by refusing from March supply to Ukraine and to comply with financial obligations under arbitration awards, the Russian monopolist insists on early termination of both contracts, regarding which there were the first, fruitless for the present, negotiations between Naftogaz and Gazprom in March.


On March 1, the Parliament adopted at second reading and in general the draft law No. 3096-д intended to resolve a number of issues of land allocation at the initial stages of exploration and development of oil and gas deposits\(^3\). The document was signed by the President on March 29, and it came into force on April 1.

The VRU has also adopted at first reading the draft law No. 6229 on ensuring transparency in the extractive industries. In addition, the VRU has adopted amendments to the legislation in order to stabilize the activity of SJSC Chornomornaftogaz in connection with the temporary occupation of the part of the territory of Ukraine\(^5\). In particular, for the state-owned company, the special permits for the use of subsoil have been extended and it is forbidden to initiate bankruptcy proceedings.

In March, the VRU registered 3 draft laws (No. 8092\(^5\), No. 8096\(^6\), No. 8096-1\(^5\)) aimed at resolving the problem of refusal (dismantling) from the building-level gas meters already installed without consent of co-owners of multi-apartment buildings, which remained unresolved in the law on commercial gas metering, after clarifying in December 2017 of the procedure for installing individual gas meters for consumers of these houses (Law No. 2260-VIII\(^6\)). These draft laws propose, in the event of a refusal (that is, in case of the actual failure to provide the above consent), to legitimize the following changes: to meter and pay for the natural gas used by consumers of such buildings until individual meters are installed for them - according to the norms defined by the CMU and to prohibit the discontinuance of gas distribution for them.

At the same time, the draft laws No. 8092 and No. 8096-1 regulate refusal must be actually carried out in accordance with the procedure provided by the law on the peculiarities of the exercise of the right of ownership in a multi-apartment building (Law No. 417-VIII\(^7\)), while under No. 8096, there is no regulation of

---

\(^3\) [http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=61900](http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=61900)

\(^4\) [http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=63582](http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=63582)

\(^5\) [http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=63511](http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=63511)

\(^6\) [http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=63629](http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=63629)

\(^7\) [http://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/417-19](http://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/417-19)
such procedure. Unlike No. 8092, under the draft laws No. 8096 and No. 8096-1, refusal should cause dismantling of the building-level meter installed without the consent of co-owners, and at the expense of the gas distribution company, albeit in different terms: within 90 days of the entry into force of the proposed amendments (No. 8096) or within 30 days from the moment of refusal (No. 8096-1). Both draft laws provide for a fine (up to 25 thousand tax-free minimums) for a gas distribution company in case of violation of the term of dismantling by it. As we can conclude from the above, the draft laws discussed in general are aimed at protecting consumers’ rights to establish a fair fee for the consumed gas for them.

The VRU has also registered and included in the agenda of the current session the draft Law No. 8107⁸ On the Protection of National Interests in the Management and Ownership of the Unified Gas Transportation System of Ukraine, which contradicts the principles of the organization of functioning of the free gas market. The draft law provides for amendments to a number of current laws, including the Law On the Natural Gas Market in order to prevent the lease or management of any facilities of state-owned GTS of Ukraine for the performance of any functions, including TSO functions.

On the initiative of one of MPs, a draft resolution of the Verkhovna Rada (No. 8108⁹) was registered, which proposed to establish a temporary moratorium on cutting-off gas supply services to the population of Ukraine during the heating period.

The Government has decided not to change the methodology for determining the price of gas for DHCs and the population, prolonging for another 2 months the validity of the Resolution No. 187¹⁰, which within the framework of PSO for Naftogaz regulates the application of the current methodology and the price of gas as a commodity for these categories in UAH 4,942 per tcm, excluding VAT (Resolution No. 228¹¹). According to the media, the CMU may agree to a quarterly increase in gas prices by 3% if it will be possible to agree it the IMF. At present, negotiations on a “fair” formula for determining the price of gas for the population with IMF representatives are not yet brought to a conclusion¹².

In parallel, the CMU approved a new procedure for the decommissioning of main pipelines (Resolution No. 209¹³) and the procedure for state expertise and reserves valuation¹⁴. As regards the first one, it is a question of the state-owned facilities that are not suitable for further exploitation and use. As regards the second one - the next step was made to deregulate the extractive sector, namely: the requirements for conducting the mandatory state re-examination and valuation by subsoil users every 5 years of operation of the deposits were cancelled.

The report on the results of the NEURC activities in 2017¹⁶ (approved in March by the Resolution No. 360¹⁷) contains an annual review of the operation of the natural gas market, as well as measures for its reform and the improvement of regulatory legal acts regulating relations between market participants. The document states that, at the end of 2017, the regulator adopted a complete package of documents for the introduction of incentive regulation for natural monopoly entities in the gas sector. In addition, a separate section in the report reflects the annual results of the NEURC’s licensing activities (Section 8).

In addition to the resolutions on licensing, which were adopted in March¹⁸, the regulator made public a draft resolution on setting new tariffs for natural gas storage in storage facilities of PJSC Ukrtransgaz¹⁹ and also held the round table “State of Implementation of the New Tariff Methodology for Natural Gas...
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Distribution. The subject of the discussion during the round table was the proposal of the NEURC during the year to finalize the methodology for determining the fee for gas distribution on the basis of capacity, caused by the fact that attempts to introduce a monthly fee on the basis of this methodology last year were met with sharp criticism from both consumers and the Government. Instead, the Regulator proposed for this period to return to the previous system of calculating the tariff for distribution on the basis of actually consumed volumes of gas, with certain modifications by region. For the consumer, in this case, the concept of tariff formation will remain unchanged, and therefore it will not affect the size of payments of the most vulnerable category - the population.

Naftogaz announced price proposals for April 2018. Compared with the prices for March 2018, gas prices for industrial and other consumers not covered by the Regulation on Public Service Obligations were increased by 7.4-9.8%. According to the new price list, the price of gas as a commodity (inc. VAT) was set from 1 April 2018 at the following levels: for monthly gas needs of up to 50 tcm inclusive, non-regulated monthly needs and monthly requirements from 50 tcm without prepayment - UAH 9,543.6 per tcm; for monthly needs from 50 tcm, subject to preliminary payment - UAH 8,670.0 per tcm (the same level of price - UAH 8,670.0 per tcm – is set for subsidiaries founded by Naftogaz, 100% of the authorized capital of which is owned by the company).


On March 14, the second round of preliminary consultations of members of the government working group on participation in the management of the Ukrainian GTS with representatives of the German (Verbundnetz Gas AG) and Belgian (Fluxys) operators took place. The main requirements of a potential partner, first of all, are to ensure the load of the GTS and UGS of Ukraine and to transfer points of transit traffic metering to the eastern border. The Government intends to formulate proposals to hold a competition for the selection of a foreign partner of the GTS, the results of which will be approved by the VRU, by the end of March.

JSC Ukrtransgaz started an assessment of market demand for capacity at the entry point Isaccea 1-Orlovka (Transit-1 pipeline) in the Romania-Ukraine transportation direction. Transit-1 is one of three gas pipelines on the Trans-Balkan route, which now transports gas to Bulgaria. The contract for booking its capacity ended in 2016, and after the transit contract expires between NAK and Gazprom expires (after 2019), it will be possible to use this pipeline on the terms of the European legislation. The company intends to complete the evaluation of the received request forms by May 31 and announce its results no later than 1 June 2018.

Operational data of JSC Ukrtransgaz suggest that based on the results of the first quarter of 2018, compared to the corresponding period of 2017, the transit of the Russian gas to Europe by the Ukrainian GTS decreased by 13.3%, gas imports from the EU also decreased by 56.9%, due to a significant volume of gas reserves in the UGS, which, after the withdrawal of 7 bcm during the heating season, amounted to 7.5 bcm at the beginning of the second quarter.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry published draft amendments to the Rules for the Natural Gas Metering during its transportation by gas distribution networks, supply and consumption. The document is developed to meet the requirements of the Law On the Natural Gas Market and the Regulation (EC) No. 715/2009. The new wording of the metering rules specifies requirements for components of gas metering units, including their metrological characteristics, operating rules for the determination of physicochemical parameters of gas and measuring its volume in volume units reduced to standard conditions, or units of energy. Thus, the adoption of this document will bring the Ukrainian gas market closer to European gas metering practices in energy units.


On March 1, immediately after the recovery of the advance payment for gas to Naftogaz by Gazprom (in connection with the refusal to supply it), the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry held a meeting of the Crisis Committee, which, according to the legislation on the safety of gas supply, adopted in 2015, in accordance with the EU rules - recorded the onset of a crisis situation in the level of emergency for the period of March 2-6.

In accordance with the National Action Plan, for this period, it was decided to apply anti-crisis measures, including non-market ones, in particular: to switch facilities of electric power generation (thermal generation) to use the back-up fuel (fuel oil), to stop work of preschool institutions, schools and higher educational institutions, to limit the consumption of gas by large and average industrial consumers using gas as raw materials by 10%. The Energy Community Secretariat and the Chairman of the Security of Supply Coordination Group of the Energy Community were informed about the situation and measures within the scope of the Early Warning Mechanism. On March 3 already, the Crisis Committee has decided to resume the work of educational institutions from 5 March 2018, and on March 6 - on the completion of the crisis.

That same week, taking a course on failing to comply with the decisions of the tribunal of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, Gazprom filed an appeal in the case involving the contract for gas supply. Beginning in March of the official negotiation between Naftogaz and Gazprom as to the termination of the natural gas supply and transit contracts between them is also due to the refusal of the latter to comply with the arbitration awards in disputes between these companies. According to the press service of Naftogaz, the Russian party proposed to amend the contracts or terminate them and thus cancel the decision of the tribunal. Naftogaz did not agree. There is an agreement on the next round of negotiations in April.

At the same time, on 29 March 2018, Gazprom filed another petition to the Svea Court of Appeal (Sweden) - for the appeal and partial annulment of the final decision on arbitration with Naftogaz in the transit case.

Against this backdrop, on March 21, the Cabinet of Ministers approved the commitment of suppliers to form in 2018 the reserve stock of natural gas at the rate of 10% of the volume of supply planned for the next month in the event of a crisis situation.

29 http://www.mev.gov.ua/sites/default/files/imce/protokol_2.pdf
30 http://www.mev.gov.ua/sites/default/files/imce/protokol_3_0.pdf
32 http://www.naftogaz.com/www/3/nakweb.nsf/0/DD0ED241F345DF63C225825D004D4066?OpenDocument&year=2018&month=03&nt=%D0%9D%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B8
33 http://biz.liga.net/all/tek/novosti/gazprom-podal-apellyatsiyu-na-reshenie-suda-stokolma-po-tranzitu
In March, the draft appeal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (No. 811135) to the international community on the inadmissibility of the construction of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline was registered. It was adopted in early April, after it became known that Nord Stream 2 AG received the last necessary document for the construction and operation of the gas pipeline in Germany – the permission to build a site of 30 km in the German exclusive economic zone, issued by the Federal the Department of Shipping and Hydrography, in accordance with the Mining Law of the Federal Republic of Germany36. The appeal to prevent the approval through this construction of “the absolute monopoly of the Russian Federation in the gas market of Europe”, which, according to MPs, may lead to the control of Gazprom over the volume and price of the whole gas market of the continental Europe, as well as the possibility of refusing to supply gas to the countries of Central Europe, will be sent to the European Commission. Ukrainian parliamentarians also instructed the Cabinet of Ministers to “immediately hold consultations between the Government of Ukraine and the European Commission in accordance with Article 274 of the AA and Article 6 of the Treaty establishing the Energy Community” in this regard.

American senators also take care of preventing the strengthening of the monopoly of Gazprom in Europe with the completion of the construction of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline. The press service of Naftogaz has provided an opportunity to read the letter from 39 US Senators to the Ministry of Finance and the U.S. Department of State on this issue37. Being concerned about the growing threat to the energy security of the U.S. allies in Europe, in case of putting into operation this gas pipeline, the authors of the letter urge the U.S. Government to wider use of the sanctions currently foreseen by the American laws to counteract this.

Meanwhile, the Europeans have not finally determined and cannot agree on the status and terms and conditions of the operation of the Nord Stream 2, if implemented. On March 21, members of the European Parliament’s Committee on Industry and Energy supported (41 votes against 13) the legislative initiative of the European Commission, which extends the rules of the EU internal gas market to gas pipelines located not on the continent, including - on the Russian project Nord Stream 238. As Reuters reminds39, Nord Stream 2 does not meet the requirements of the Third Energy Package of the EU. The said initiative enhances the pressure on the governments of the EU member states that cannot decide on the gas pipeline, and forces them to make a decision.

35 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?id=&pf3511=63606
36 http://biz.liga.net/all/tek/novosti/gazprom-germaniya-razreshila-stroit-severnyy-potok-2
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Before having no quorum again, the NEURC managed to adopt the main bylaws on the operation of the new electricity market – the Transmission System Code; the Distribution System Code; the Commercial Electricity Metering Code; Market Rules; Day-Ahead and Intraday Market Rules; Electricity Retail Market Rules. The press service of SE NNEGC Energoatom reported that in 2017 the company suffered losses of UAH 1.3 billion, while the company completed the year of 2016 with a net profit of UAH 232.8 million. In addition, the CEO of NNEGC Energoatom Yuri Nedashkovsky said that the current company’s tariff for electricity set by the NEURC for 2018 does not cover its minimum needs, in particular, there is lack of UAH 1.436 billion for the purchase of nuclear fuel in the current year.


Incentive Tariff Formation

On March 2, the FEC Committee of the VRU held a round table on the topic “Introduction of RAB-Tariffs in Power Industry: Reform or Obstacle”. The main issue was the discussion of the introduction of the RAB-regulation system (stimulating tariff formation) in the energy sector in Ukraine. It was also discussed how this system could affect the privatization process in the energy sector. During the discussion, the participants mostly agreed that the existing cost-plus tariff model only stimulates natural monopolies - network companies to increase or over-expenditures, and does not create incentives for attracting investment and improving service quality. At the same time, there is an urgent need to search for sources of investment in the development of networks, as their technical condition deteriorates rapidly, and the introduction of weighted incentive tariff formation can have a positive effect on their restoration and modernization, which will increase the reliability, quality and safety of electricity supply to consumers. When introducing the incentive tariff formation, the Regulator should take into account not only the interests of energy companies, but also all categories of consumers, not allowing a sharp increase in prices.

Monitoring of Reform and Debt Settlement in the Electricity Market

The MECI developed and submitted to the Governmental Committee, the meeting of which was held on 15 March, the draft Law On Peculiarities of Repayment of Debt Formed in the Wholesale Electricity Market. The draft law refers to the procedure of repayment of consumers’ debt for electricity to the enterprises engaged in supply in the territory of certain districts of Donetsk and Luhansk regions, the debt of the SE Energorynok to suppliers of electricity in certain districts of Donetsk and Luhansk regions, the debt of coalmining enterprises. The debt shall be written off or paid off at the expense of the state budget.

According to the MECI, debts of coalmining enterprises at the beginning of 2018 amounted to UAH 11.34 billion. Confirmation of debt of each participant will be carried out by the interdepartmental commission, which will be created by the CMU.

On March 20, a regular meeting of the Coordination Center to ensure the implementation of the new electricity market of Ukraine, which addressed the issue of finalization of a number of bylaws adopted by the NEURC to introduce a new market, and approved the application of readiness of this market participants, was held.

On March 14, the NEURC adopted a number of the most important regulations for the operation of the new electricity market – the Transmission System Code; the Distribution System Code; the Commercial

42 http://kc.er.gov.ua/
43 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?id=31909
44 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?id=31842
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Electricity Metering Code; Market Rules; Day-Ahead Market Rules and Intraday Market Rules; the Retail Electricity Market Rules. All regulations had a preliminary discussion with market participants and were agreed with the Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine.

Regulation 714/2009/EC of 13 July 2009 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity repealing Regulation 1228/2003 (Art. 270, Chapter 11, Section IV of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement)

The NEURC published the minutes of 19 February 2018 of the public discussion of the NEURC draft Resolution On Approval of the Rules for Restriction Management and Procedure for Allocation of Throughput Capacity of Interstate Crossings. The minutes authorizes SE NPC Ukrenergo and the NEURC to finalize the draft Rules regarding the “provisions on the methods of restriction management and procedures and the rules for determining the structure of throughput capacity allocation”, as well as the provisions of “harmonized allocation”, adopted by ACER on 2 October 2017.

The Western power system of NPC Ukrenergo continues the construction and reconstruction of Zakhidnoukrayinska – Bohorodchany 330 kV power line. This project is aimed at increasing the amount of power transferred from Rivne and Khmelnitskiy NPPs and will allow increasing the reliability of electricity supply to consumers in the Ivano-Frankivsk region and improving the injecting conditions of the Dnistrovska PSP.


Networks (transmission and distribution)

On March 13, the NEURC approved the economic ratios of the forecasted technological electricity consumption by the electric grids of classes I and II of voltage for 2018 (Resolution of 13.03.2018 No. 305). Technological cost ratios are approved annually for each network owner. One of the highest coefficients of technological costs for class 1 of voltage is set for LLC Luhansk Energy Association - 0.0903. On March 20, the Regulator adopted the resolution No. 323, which established the size of the value of adjusting the normative value of technological costs of electric energy in electric grids in calculating the forecasted average purchase price for electricity in the II quarter of 2018 no more than 5% of the normative value of technological costs of electric energy.

SE NPC Ukrenergo has proposed a new Data Hub concept, which, according to the authors, will ensure the unity of metering electricity consumption both for the “wholesale” and for the “retail” market. In the new model of the electricity market, SE NPC Ukrenergo will serve as the Account Administrator and Metering Accounting Administrator. The authors see Data Hub as a centralized information exchange platform with a single database of commercial metering facilities and history of electricity consumption for all market participants and their consumers.

45 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?id=31799
46 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?id=31857
47 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?id=31841
48 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?id=31833
49 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?news=7419
50 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?news=7382
53 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?id=31601
54 http://www.nerc.gov.ua/?id=31796
55 https://ua.energy/osnovni-podiyi/ukrenergo-stvoryt-datahub-dlya-administruvannya-protsessiv-komertsijnogo-obliku-elektroenergiyi/
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On March 29, SE NPC Ukrenergo opened tender offers for the procurement of software under the Package UE/5 “Implementation of the Balancing Market” of the Second Electricity Transmission Project financed by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the Clean Technology Fund. A few days later the offers will be processed and in April the supplier of the necessary IT-infrastructure will be selected.

Combined Production of Electric and Thermal Energy (CHPs)

On March 29, the NEURC presented a draft regulatory act – Methodology for Calculation of the State Regulated Price for Electric Energy for Producers Carrying Out Combined Production of Electric and Thermal Energy at Combined Heat and Power Plants. According to the Methodology, for the period of reconstruction and/or modernization of CHPP and the return of the funds attracted for this purpose, a state regulated price for the electric energy produced at combined heat and power plants shall be established. The term for which the state regulated price shall be established cannot be later than 1 July 2024.

Protection of Consumer Rights

On March 19, the NEURC held a discussion on the draft Resolution On Approval of the Rules for Considering Consumers’ Appeals Regarding Actions of Business Entities Engaged in Activities in the Energy and/or Public Utility Services Sectors, and Dispute Resolution. The results of the discussion and the updated draft resolution will be made public in April.


In accordance with the CMU Order of 28 March 2018 No. 189-p, UAH 65.8 million was allocated as the balance of the special fund of the State Budget to support the development of the energy sector.

The funds received from the EU within the framework of the implementation of the Agreement on Financing the Program “Continuation of the Support for the Implementation of the Energy Strategy of Ukraine” concluded on 20 December 2013 will be aimed at measures for the development of the energy sector.

Art. 339, Chapter 1, Section V of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement, Coal Market

On March 1, miners of SE Selydivvuhillia, taking into consideration the state of health of some participants, stopped the hunger strike that lasted from February 21 in the premises of the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry. The miners who protested demanded the payment of arrears of wages and the resignation of the Minister of Energy and Coal Industry I. Nasalyk.

On March 6, at the meeting of the public council under the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry, the head of the Department of Electricity Complex O. Buslavets informed that according to the forecast balance of consumption by the Ukrainian thermal generation (TPPs and CHPs) of the deficit coal of the anthracite group in 2018 will amount to 4.8-4.9 million tons, which is 20% less than in 2017.
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On March 22, the Head of the Independent Trade Union of Miners of Ukraine M. Volynets has published the data on wage arrears at state-owned coalmining enterprises. According to the published information, the debt is UAH 460,259.2 thousand[^62].

On 30 March 2018, the Minister of Energy and Coal Industry I. Nasalyk approved the minutes of the meeting on the definition of the maximum price for coal products. The Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry recommended raising for state enterprises the threshold level of the price for 1 ton of coal for the needs of thermal power plants of power generating companies and combined heat and power plants up to UAH 2,535/t (excluding VAT and transportation costs) from 2 April 2018, taking into account basic quality indicators[^63].


On March 2, NAEK Energoatom press-service informed about the signing of the Memorandum with Holtec International (USA) on mutual understanding on cooperation in the use of SMR-160 small modular reactors in Ukraine. The document was signed on February 28 in the city of Camden (USA) by the president of Energoatom Y. Nedashkovskyi and the president and CEO of Holtec International – K. Singh. The text of the Memorandum states that it is aimed not only at licensing of SMR-160 technologies in Ukraine and further construction of these reactors at Ukrainian NPPs, but also the partial localization of production of equipment for SMR-160 at Ukrainian enterprises. Thus, the document says, the cooperation between Energoatom and Holtec International will help Ukraine to become a leading global exporter of reactor systems, constructions and components for small modular reactors[^64].

As of March 2, within the framework of planned preventive repair at the power unit No. 2 of the Zaporizhzhya NPP and the implementation of CcSUP measures, implementation of the CDS NP continues. The complex diagnostics system for NP provides information on the status of the main equipment of the reactor compartment. The ultimate consumer of diagnostic indicators is the service of a chief specialist in power reactors[^65].

On March 3, it became known that from 23 to 27 April 2018, at the Zaporizhzhya NPP, a second peer review of WANO will take place. The purpose of this peer is to determine how efficiently the Zaporizhzhya NPP has implemented the recommendations of experts to achieve the main objective - improving the safety[^66].

On March 7, the press service of SE NNEGC Energoatom reported that, in 2017, the company suffered losses of UAH 1.3 billion, while the company ended the year of 2016 with the net profit of UAH 232.8 million[^67].

On 11 March 2018, at 00:05, the power unit No. 4 of the Zaporizhzhya NPP was disconnected from the power grid for a medium-term repair of 230 days. This is the final, before the operating period prolongation, repair of the power unit No. 4.

Electricity and Nuclear Safety

On March 13, the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving of Ukraine, NNEGС Energoatom, National Technical University of Ukraine Kyiv Polytechnic Institute by Ihor Sikorskyi and All-Ukrainian Public Organization “Supreme Council of Energy Auditors and Energy Managers of Ukraine” signed the Memorandum on Cooperation in the Field of Energy Efficiency. Within the framework of the Memorandum, the parties will work on achieving effective cooperation in the areas of energy saving, energy efficiency and energy management, namely, on increasing energy efficiency of NNEGС Energoatom by introducing energy management systems and modern energy-efficient technologies at all levels of the Company.68

On March 13, 2018, the Agreement was signed between the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission of the United States on the exchange of technical information and cooperation in the field of nuclear safety in Rockville, Maryland, USA. The Agreement was signed by the Chairman of the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine Hryhorii Plachkov and the Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission of the USA, Kristine L. Svinicki during the participation of the delegation of the Ukrainian nuclear regulator at the 30th Annual Information Conference of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.69

On March 16, the Chairman of NAEK Energoatom Yuriy Nedashkovskyi said that the company’s current tariff for electrical supply, set by the NEURC for 2018, does not cover its minimum needs, in particular, there is lack of UAH 1.436 billion for the purchase of nuclear fuel this year.70

On 12-16 March 2018, the commission of the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate, consisting of representatives of the Inspectorate, SSTC NRS and SES of Ukraine, conducted an inspection survey of Zaporizhzhya NPP regarding the readiness of the power unit No. 4 before operation in the stopped state after the expiry of its design lifetime, which expires on April 4 this year.71

On March 19, the Commission of the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine, which carried out an inspection on the site of the Zaporizhzhya NPP on the readiness of the power unit No. 4 for the operation in the stopped state after the expiry of its design period, confirmed its readiness and did not find any circumstances indicating the impossibility of its further work.72

In order to monitor execution of CcSUP measures, on March 21-23, representatives of the EBRD – the bank being the Program creditor, Consultant-Inspector of Creditors (Lithuania) and the CcSUP Project Management Group (France-Ukraine) visited the South-Ukrainian NPP industrial site. During the visit, the delegation monitored the implementation of contracts implemented under the CcSUP program, as well as discussed the plan for future periods and agreed on possible corrective measures. SUNPP is the first among domestic nuclear power plants, which was controlled by EBRD experts this year.73

A workshop on capital construction was held on the site of the South-Ukrainian NPP on March 22. During it, a number of issues related to the implementation of the investment programs of SE NNEGС Energoatom and the construction of new power units in the territory of Ukraine were considered. In particular, the road map of replacement capacities construction has been discussed. The meeting was attended by representatives of the Directorate, separate units of SE NNEGС Energoatom, project institutes PJSC KI Energoproyekt and PJSC Khl Energoproekt.74

68 http://www.energoatom.kiev.ua/ua/press/nngc/53623-energoatom_ta_derjenergoefektivnosti pdpisali_memorandum_pro_sprovobnictvo/
70 https://economics.unian.ua/energetics/10045610-energoatomu-ne-vistachaye-ponad-1-4 -milyarda-griven-na-zakupivlyu-yadernogo-paliva-golova-kompanii.html
73 http://www.energoatom.kiev.ua/ua/press/video/53664-predstavniky_brg_perevrii_vikonannya_zahody_z_pdivishennya_bezpeki_na _yuaes/
74 http://www.energoatom.kiev.ua/ua/press/nngc/53666-na_yuaes_obgovorili_dorojnyu kartu_budvniictva_zamschayuchih_potujnostei/
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At the end of March, the first coordination meeting of the IAEA Regional Project Enhancing Capacity of Participating Countries in the Diversification of Fuel Supplies for NPPs took place in Vienna. The project is aimed at supporting countries that operate NPPs in the implementation of nuclear fuel diversification measures

Art. 342, Chapter 1, Section V of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement, Cooperation in the Nuclear Field. Cooperation is aimed at solving the problems that arose as a result of the Chernobyl disaster, as well as the decommissioning of the Chornobyl NPP

On March 1, the State Specialized Enterprise Northern Pushcha, which is part of the management of the State Agency of Ukraine on Exclusion Zone Management received quadcopter machines and an automobile radio station and antenna from the OSCE representatives. This equipment will improve the system of early monitoring and response to a fire in the Exclusion Zone and personnel security.

On March 2, the Commission for the Evaluation of Corruption Risks of the State Agency of Ukraine on Exclusion Zone Management began work in the updated composition. The Commission should evaluate the agency’s corruption risks and, according to its results, develop proposals for its elimination, which will be taken into account when compiling the anti-corruption program of the SAEZM. During the first meeting, the Commission’s work plan for March of this year was approved.

On March 6, the SNRIU prolonged the license for operation of storage facilities for radioactive waste disposal for SSE “Central Enterprise on Radioactive Waste Management”, which will allow prolongation of operation of the Buriavkina radioactive waste disposal site during the year. This year, under the license, works will be performed to close the tranches No. 21 and No. 30.

On March 14, at the industrial site of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant, the test of the container car TK-700, which is intended for the carriage of spent nuclear fuel from SNFSF-1 to SNFSF-2 for its further storage, was completed. The container car will transport the spent fuel assemblies from the old repository to the newly built one by rail.

On March 15, the work on the preparation for installing a sealed membrane was completed at the NSC. In the places adjacent to the eastern end wall of the Arch to the existing structures of the B block of the main building of the second stage of the ChNPP, the works that will allow the installation of a membrane, which is designed to seal the NSC Arch, were successfully completed. It will create a barrier that makes impossible carrying out of radionuclides from the internal radioactive contaminated space into the environment.

On March 19, in Kyiv, a presentation of the preliminary feasibility study for the construction of a 1.2 GW solar station in the Exclusion Zone was held. The research was done by Tractebel Engineering with the financial support of the French government. The feasibility study confirms, from a technical and

---
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commercial point of view, the possibility of constructing a 1.2 GW solar facility in the Chornobyl NPP Exclusion Zone\textsuperscript{81}.

\textsuperscript{81} https://www.facebook.com/dazv.gov.ua/posts/2013681345328640
Energy Efficiency and Social Issues

The issue of energy saving and energy efficiency in the housing and non-housing stock remains one of the most popular messages in the public communication by government authorities. Unfortunately, the practical achievements in this area are much more modest. As of the end of the 1st quarter of 2018, due to the lack of coordination between different ministries, the “warm loans” program of financing energy efficiency measures has not restored its work. The Energy Efficiency Fund, the start of work of which was announced by the relevant Vice Prime Minister first in the first quarter of 2017, and later in the first quarter of 2018, has only a partially adopted regulatory framework, and is only preparing to get the management and technical staff, and thus can be functional not earlier than in autumn. Even more disturbing is the encroachment of the Ministry of Regional Development upon the functions and competence of the newly created organization, which may, if being prolonged, question the level of independence of the Energy Efficiency Fund.

In addition, in March the absence of, at least in the public domain, the results of legislative work of the Ministry of Regional Development and the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving in almost all areas of the implementation of the relevant EU acquis has traditionally been noted.

Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency

According to the information received from the representatives of the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving, during the approval of the established procedure, the draft Law of Ukraine On Energy Efficiency received a significant number of comments and recommendations, as a result of which during the first quarter of 2018 the agency experts made changes to it and took into account the recommendations. Given the scope of the changes, the project is currently in need of re-approval. However, as of the end of March, the updated wording was not set for such approval. Neither the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving responsible for the development of the document, nor the Ministry of Regional Development, Construction and Housing and Communal Services publishes either a list of such proposed amendments nor an updated text of the draft law.

Energy Audits and Energy Management Systems (Article 8)

The State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving continues to actively develop the field of energy management, and it uses bilateral and multilateral formats in such activities. Thus, in particular, the agency continues to cooperate with the GIZ initiative of Germany within the framework of the Energy Efficiency Reforms in Ukraine project, discussing the peculiarities and best practices of implementation of Articles 5 and 8 of the Directive. The long process of cooperation of Ukrainian experts with experts from EU gives grounds to hope for a high level of compliance of the documents, which are being developed by the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving, with the provisions of the Directive.

At the end of March, specialists and the head of the agency also agreed and signed the Memorandum of Cooperation with the operator of the Ukrainian nuclear power plants NNEGC Energoatom, the Institute of Energy Saving and Energy Management of the leading National Technical University KPI named after Ihor Sikorskyi and the relevant Supreme Council of Energy Auditors and Energy Managers of Ukraine. In accordance with the provisions of the document, the parties will cooperate in order to increase the energy efficiency of facilities of NNEGC Energoatom through the introduction of energy management systems and modern energy-efficient technologies. The intentions of the parties involved, as well as the fact of establishing such partnership relations, are positive and, taking into account the specifics and energy needs of Energoatom, have an extraordinary potential for increasing energy efficiency. However, the need to resort to such a tool as a memorandum of cooperation evidences a significant vacuum in the regulatory and methodological field, and therefore, in the absence of the established norms, standards and rules, the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving and initiative enterprises and institutions are forced to negotiate the cooperation on an individual basis.

In order to partially fill in such a vacuum, and in accordance with the provisions of the action plan for implementation of energy management systems in budgetary institutions, approved by the CMU Order No.

---

Energy Efficiency and Social Issues

732-p nearly a year ago\(^84\), the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving continues to develop the following draft regulatory legal acts:

- Procedure for Certification of the Energy Management System and Energy Managers in Budgetary Institutions;
- Regulation on Monitoring the Consumption of Fuel and Energy Sources by Budgetary Institutions;
- Regulation on the Functioning of Energy Management Systems in Budgetary Institutions Providing for the Calculation and Analysis of Indicators of the Rating Assessment of Their Activities;
- Regulation on Setting Energy Consumption Limits by Budgetary Institutions;
- Regulation on the Allocation and Use of the Funds Saved by Budgetary Institutions and Received from the Implementation of Energy Efficiency Measures to Stimulate the Introduction of Energy Management Systems in Such Institutions, Including for the Assessment of Results and the Promotion of Employees/Energy Managers;
- Amending the Guidelines on Energy Management for the Use by Central Executive Authorities.

It should be noted that the specified order provided for the development of all these documents by the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving and the Ministry of Regional Development, except for the last one and the Procedure for Certification of the Energy Management System and Energy Managers in Budgetary Institutions, until the end of 2017. Thus, the execution of the order is extremely slow and has long been beyond the established terms. It is also not possible to evaluate the quality of the documents being developed, since none of them has been publicly debated yet.

**Metering (Article 9)**

During March 2018, the Ministry of Regional Development did not publish on its website any draft regulatory legal acts aimed at the implementation of the Law of Ukraine On Commercial Metering of Thermal Energy and Water Supply. The draft Order On Approval of the Procedure for Equipping Buildings with Commercial Metering Units and Engineering Systems Equipment to Ensure Such Metering, published on the last day of February, is being approved by the central executive authorities and has to be submitted to the Ministry of Justice for obtaining legal opinion and state registration. There are no delays with the coming into force of this act, as it generally reproduces the procedure of the relevant procedures, which to a significant extent and with a high level of detail is contained in the basic law.

In general, this draft order is currently the only act, the text of which was prepared, promulgated and submitted for coordination by other bodies of 12, which are within the scope of responsibility of the Ministry of Regional Development. Another 5 acts necessary for the implementation of the provisions of the law on commercial metering fall within the competence of the NEURC and have already been developed and adopted by the Regulator.

A draft of another important document, the developer of which, based on the metadata of the corresponding file, is a team of the Ministry of Regional Development, namely the draft order on the approval of the Methodology of Allocation Among Consumers of the Volumes Consumed in the Communal Services Building, was also made public. However, this draft was published not on the website of the Ministry of Regional Development, but of the Inter-branch Association Ukrteplokomunenergo\(^85\). Due to the informal nature of the publication of this draft methodology, it did not receive feedback from the expert environment. However, this situation is another indication of the lack of a systematic approach to the development of secondary legislation and regulation, as well as unwarranted confidentiality mode, in which this work continues within the scope of the Ministry of Regional Development, Construction and Housign and Communal Services and the specialized unit of the Reforms Support Team under the same ministry. In addition, it should be noted that the term, in which the law obliges the Cabinet of Ministers to ensure that the adoption of the regulatory legal acts that follow it, has expired 6 months after its publication, namely in the beginning of February 2018\(^86\).

According to the schedule of meetings of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine Committee on Construction, Urban Development and Housing and Public Utilities, relevant for this law, on April 4, it is planned to hear the report of a representative of the Ministry of Regional Development on the state of the development of

---


\(^85\) [http://mautke.com.ua/?p=2396](http://mautke.com.ua/?p=2396)

\(^86\) [http://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2119-19/print1501171330128734](http://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2119-19/print1501171330128734)
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regulatory legal acts for the implementation of the laws On Commercial Metering of Thermal Energy for Water Supply and On Housing and Communal Services87. In addition, the Ministry of Regional Development provided refinement data on the actual level of equipment of buildings with the tools for metering heat consumption as of 01.01.201888. According to the information provided, at the national level, such equipment is 79.5%, and in the regions, ranges from 95% (Mykolaiv region) to 17.6 (Ternopil region). There is a danger that enterprises of the housing and communal sector will not be able to comply with the law’s obligation to install 100% thermal energy metering during the first year after the entry into force of the law (until 22 June 2018). In order to secure supply companies from possible fines, the Ministry of Regional Development plans to apply to the relevant Committee of the Verkhovna Rada in order to extend the deadline for the installment of meters.

**Energy Service Market (Article 18)**

With the positive experience of using the energy service procurement mechanism and, consequently, increasing popularity of ESCO contracts, local government authorities considerably agree on the conditions for such agreements for the energy modernization of budgetary institutions. Thus, the Mykolaiv City Council has agreed on essential conditions for energy service contracts for the introduction of energy efficient measures at once at 25 educational institutions of the city89. It is noteworthy that the mechanism for purchasing the energy service at the expense of public funds includes the mandatory use of the ProZorro system, and the deputy mayor A. Slobodyanyk emphasized the latest improvements and bringing the relations of this system into line with the features of ESCO. In general, ProZorro system settings to take into account not only the lowest price, but other factors, including the level of the planned economy after the reduction of energy consumption, which was carried out for the possibility to buy energy services is a significant improvement in the entire system and is used not only in the field of energy efficiency. In addition, significant progress in the field of ESCO contracts in Ukraine do not escape notice – in January, the OECD’s Global Relations Secretariat launched the project aimed at assessing the functioning of this market and the work of ESCO-companies in Ukraine90. It is expected that, having analyzed the current state of this mechanism in Ukraine, experts of the organization will be able to provide recommendations and instructions on the application of the experience of the OECD member countries for its further development.

At the same time, during March, the State Agency on Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving did not update the database of potential ESCO-facilities on its website. This list current as of the beginning of the year still contains a little more than 12 thousand91.

**National Energy Efficiency Fund, Financing and Technical Support (Article 20)**

Adopted in late February, the primary package of by-laws on the implementation of the Law on the Energy Efficiency Fund, despite the criticism of certain documents, gave reason to the Deputy Prime Minister to expect the “launch” of the Energy Efficiency Fund in the second quarter of 2018, although the election and appointment of the director of this institution is expected already after that, in the third quarter. The fundamental Fund’s governing bodies - the Supervisory Board and the Directorate of the Fund also remain unformed. In accordance with the articles of association of the institution92, the Supervisory Board itself should appoint the heads of the Financial and Technical Offices, which, together with the Director of the Fund, will form the Directorate. It is these bodies that will be competent to develop and approve documents that will regulate the actual work parameters and individual products of the Energy Efficiency Fund. However, such a sequence of actions and the division of competencies do not interfere with the relevant Ministry, according to its head, “to develop the procedures which should be followed by the Fund and product packages”. It is obvious that there is a lack of coordination and incomplete adherence to the rules established by law and acts of the Cabinet of Ministers, and there is still hope for improvement of this

89 http://saee.gov.ua/uk/news/2233
91 http://saee.gov.ua/uk/content/energoservis_1
92 http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1099-2017-%D0%BF/print15095574448548450
situation with the more rapid formation of the governing bodies of the institution. In particular, the Law on the Energy Efficiency Fund assigns the Deputy Prime Minister for Regional Development, Construction and Housing to appoint a temporary director of the Fund, and exactly this manager, and not the Ministry of Regional Development should ensure the fulfillment of all organizational tasks during this constituent period.

Nevertheless, among experts in the field of energy efficiency of buildings, there is anxiety not only because of the lack of all necessary acts for the work of the Fund, but also because of the quality of their provisions. One can state the lack of consistency in the development of by-laws, as well as the impossibility of familiarization and commenting on the preparation of such drafts that is ongoing. Together with the above-mentioned excessive activity of the Ministry of Regional Development beyond its direct competence in establishing the Energy Efficiency Fund, this situation raises some doubts as to the further independence of this institution, which is a critical indicator for building long-term public and energy market confidence.

As expected, in accordance with the preliminary agreement, the issue of providing funds to fill the Energy Efficiency Fund by the respective programs of the European Commission for the amount of EUR 50 million is successfully going on. Such a tranche may be accepted in favor of the Fund the next month already after the signing of the technical agreement. A similar tranche may be received by the Fund next year, provided that certain performance indicators are implemented.

The “warm loans” program was finally prolonged for 2018. In particular, after the adoption of the relevant CMU resolution on March 14, UAH 202 million was allocated for the financing of partial compensation under loans within the program for private households, UAH 190 million – in the segment of multi-apartment building co-owners associations and UAH 7.7 million for replacement of gas boilers with solid-fuel ones. Among other things, the innovations of the program are acceptance of applications for compensations under loans attracted by multi-apartment building co-owners associations for installation of electric heating.

However, unreaddiness of the Ministry of Finance to quickly make changes to the program’s passport prevented from the actual receipt of these additional funds by partner banks - the relevant order was not prepared. Thus, as of the end of March, funds were never received on the accounts of banks.

Taking into account the fact that the beginning of a full-fledged work of the Energy Efficiency Fund is not expected earlier than in a few months, and the continuation of the “warm loans” program does not start, the citizens can not use any form of state support for implementing energy efficiency measures in the housing stock for more than three months. Undoubtedly, such a situation substantially discredits the work of the Government in this area and increases the distrust of citizens to the authorities in general.

**Directive 2010/31/EC on the energy performance of buildings**

During March, no draft regulatory act pursuant of the law on energy efficiency of buildings was published for public discussion.

Within the experiment, experts of the Association of Energy Auditors in practice tried to implement the provisions of the methodology of energy certification of buildings, which were previously proposed by the Research Institute of Building Structures (RIBS), and are currently considered as one of the options for approval by the law. The object for research was one of the schools in the city of Kyiv. Practicing energy auditors who performed the procedure found that it would be difficult to apply all the requirements of the methodology, but a lot of clarifying questions arose to the certificate prepared as a result. In addition, the entire experiment took seven days. Based on the experience gained, experts of this relevant association intend to prepare and submit appropriate proposals to the Ministry of Regional Development in order to improve the methodology.

**Social Issues**


The main statistical office reported a relative reduction in the number of recipients of subsidies - in general, for February, subsidies for the reimbursement of expenses for housing and communal services were received by almost 6.5 million households, which 43% of the total number of families. However, monetization of housing subsidies remains at the stage of implementation.

Today, the government’s plans for monetization of subsidies remain unimplemented. Until now, officials have not decided on a mechanism for obtaining state aid: by opening accounts with state-owned banks or special-purpose cards. There is also an open question as to the intended purpose of these funds: they should be directed only to payment of housing and communal services, or citizens will have the right to dispose of these funds at their own discretion.

In addition, it is evident that an information campaign is being conducted both for the population and directly for employees of units for the protection of the population at the local level. Thus, in pursuance of the plan agreed with representatives of the Real Funds to Real Consumers Initiative initiative in February, the Ministry of Social Policy prepared an explanatory letter on the peculiarities of the calculation and payment of benefits and housing subsidies from 1 January 2018. Among the main provisions of the explanatory letter, it should be noted that after long-term negotiations with representatives of multi-apartment building co-owners associations with officials, multi-apartment building co-owners associations do not administer benefits and housing subsidies. In other words, all calculations on subsidies are carried out by the relevant unit of social protection, and not by multi-apartment building co-owners associations. The cost of management of a multi-apartment building, which is subject to a housing subsidy, include both contributions to the maintenance of a buildign and adjacent territory, as well as contributions to repair and reserve funds and other costs related to the common property of a multi-apartment building.

At the end of March, the Ministry of Regional Development held a public discussion of several draft regulatory legal acts, which should bring the current regulatory framework in line with the provisions of the Law of Ukraine On Housing and Public Utility Services. In particular, representatives of the Ministry of Regional Development submitted for discussion the following documents:

- the draft Order of the Ministry of Regional Development On Approval of the Procedure for Informing Consumers about the Intention to Change Prices/Tariffs for Public Utilities with the Justification of Such Necessity;

- the draft Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine On Determining the Limit of Payment for the Services for Public Utility Customers Provided in Multi-Apartment Buildings under Individual Contracts;

- the draft Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine On Amendments to the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 1 June 2011 No. 869 (regarding the introduction of amendments to the Procedure for the Formation of Tariffs for Centralized Water Supply and Drainage, and the Invalidation of the Procedure for the Formation of Tariffs for Services of Centralized Supply of Cold Water, Drainage (with the use of in-house systems and the Procedure for the Formation of Tariffs for Maintenance of Buildings and Structures and Adjacent Territories);

- the draft Procedure of the Ministry of Regional Development On Approval of the Procedure for Consideration by Local Authorities of the Calculation of Tariffs for Thermal Energy, its Production, Transportation and Supply, as well as the Calculation of Tariffs for Public Utilities Submitted for Their Installation.

Within the framework of this preliminary discussion, the invited participants generally noted the sufficient level of quality of these draft acts, however proposed some minor clarifications, most of which related to the coordination with the system of granting housing privileges and subsidies, as well as standard design equipment. Although these acts do not directly implement the requirements of the legislative framework under the Association Agreement, they have a significant potential to create an efficient and transparent
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energy and public utility market, in accordance with the provisions of the new housing and public utilities law. These draft regulatory acts will be the subject of a detailed analysis after being publicly discussed by experts.
Environment and Renewable Energy Sources

An important event in the environmental sphere in March 2018 was the adoption of the Law On Strategic Environmental Assessment by the Parliament of Ukraine. The law is an important signal in terms of reforming the environmental sphere from a political point of view, but has some limitations on its scope. The application of the environmental impact assessment has been corrected due to changes in legislation in the oil and gas industry, in particular, the implementation of EIA in this area is limited to industrial development (mining). In March, the Action Plan for the implementation of the Association Agreement, which was adopted on 25 October 2017, was finally published.

As for the “green” energy sector, investment in the industry has finally resumed - both foreign and domestic investors are investing more and more in the construction of RES facilities. Despite a significant acceleration, even these rates are not enough to meet the objectives of the National Renewable Energy Action Plan by 2020. And on this background, there is a question of paying for existing capacities. That is why an urgent discussion has started about the need to introduce additional tools – “green” auctions. This issue will become one of the key issues in this year’s discussion of the further effective development of renewable energy in Ukraine.

Directive 2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment (codification) (Article 363 of the Association Agreement)

The Law on Environmental Impact Assessment, adopted in 2017 pursuant to Directive 2011/92/EC, started its practical application only recently, on 18 December 2017, but its application has already been subject to changes due to amendments to oil and gas legislation. On 1 March 2018, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted the Law of Ukraine on amendments to certain legislative acts of Ukraine on the simplification of certain aspects of the oil and gas industry100. As a result, oil and gas extraction will be subject to EIA only in the case of their industrial development (extraction). In the field of oil and gas extraction, industrial development is preceded by experimental industrial exploitation of deposits, which can last up to 10 years. As a result, the entire phase of geological exploration of deposits (including drilling and testing of wells, experimental and industrial development) is excluded from the scope of EIA. In addition, the prolongation of terms of special permits for the use of subsoil does not provide for EIA.

On 22 March 2018, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources organized and held the first public hearing in accordance with the EIA procedure, which discussed the planned new activities of SE Kostopil Forestry (Rivne region)101. Consideration of the comments received during the public hearing should be highlighted in the Public Disclosure Report. In general, the issue of holding public hearings should be further regulated by the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources.

At the same time, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources together with the project of technical support continues to train representatives of ecology departments of regional state administrations on the procedures for conducting an environmental impact assessment102.

Directive 2001/42/EC on the assessment of the affects of certain plans and programs on the environment (Article 363 of the Association Agreement)

On 20 March 2018, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted at second reading and in general the Law On Strategic Environmental Assessment (Reg. No. 6106 of 21.02.2017)103. 233 MPs voted for the adoption of the draft law No. 6106. At present, the law is submitted to the President to be signed

The implementation of the SEA mechanism should ensure that the environmental component is taken into account in the process of developing and adopting state planning documents, in particular by assessing the environmental consequences of their implementation.

100 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=61900
103 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=61186
The adoption of this draft law shows that the Minister of Environment O. Semerak is ready to invest political capital in purely “environmental” projects and that such representatives of entirely different political forces, including the opposition, are ready to support such initiatives.

However, the law in this wording contains a number of challenges regarding the quality and completeness of the SEA in Ukraine. The rule on discriminatory nature of the notion of the public became a key negative innovation. One of the key principles of SEA is to engage the public in decision-making. However, within the framework of the adopted law, the term “public” has a clear geographical attachment - individuals, their associations, organizations or groups “registered in the territory, to which the strategic planning document applies”. Such an attachment of the exercise of rights to a place of registration restricts the constitutional rights of citizens, and may also hinder the professional level of public discussion within the framework of SEA, thus minimizing them.

At the same time, the development of short-term regional programs of socio-economic development, at least until 01.01.2020, is excluded from the scope of the law, while in the countries of the European Union, such programs are mandatory objects for conducting SEA. The application of SEA to the planning of territories is also significantly limited by special provisions on urban planning documentation in accordance with the Law On Regulation of Urban Development.


On 6 March 2018, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources submitted the Concept for Creating “Open Environment” State Automated System for public debate. According to the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, the Concept is “the first document of the national level, which will give citizens free access to information on the state of the environment. Providing such services with the use of telecommunication technologies and global information networks will facilitate the transition to a new level of public administration in the field of the environment. It is important that this mechanism will increase the efficiency of the executive authorities in making decisions on environmental security in Ukraine and in a transboundary context”. Creation of such an automated system is also positioned as the introduction of e-government mechanisms in public administration.

**Directive 2003/35/EC on providing for public participation in respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment and amending Directives 85/337/EEC and 96/61/EC with regard to public participation and access to justice (Article 363 of the AA)**

The implementation of Directive 2003/35/EC is closely linked to the implementation of the Aarhus Convention in Ukraine, in particular the provisions concerning public participation and access to justice, as well as the implementation of Directive 2001/42/EC on the assessment of the effects of certain plans and programs on the environment. The proper implementation of the latter, including practical application, will ensure the implementation of practically the majority of the provisions of the directive on public participation.

On 20 March 2018, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted at second reading and in general the Law on Strategic Environmental Assessment. Article 12 of the Law regulates issues of public discussion in the process of strategic environmental assessment. Nevertheless, the application of restrictions to the determination of the public at the link to the registration place limits the constitutional rights of citizens and may also hamper the professional level of public discussion within the SEA.
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Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions (integrated pollution prevention and control) (Article 363 of the AA)

On 23 March 2018, the 3rd meeting of the Energy and Climate Community of the Energy Community, where the Recommendations for the Development of Integrated Energy and Climate Plans for the member countries of the association were considered, was held in Vienna (Austria). Ostap Semerak, co-chair of the Committee, noted that the EU has recently been actively strengthening its integrated energy and climate policy for the period 2020-2030, as the energy sector accounts for the largest share of CO₂ emissions. “Our state should also gradually change the vector of its energy policy, reorienting itself to “green” technologies. Thanks to the cooperation within the Energy Community, Ukraine has decided to develop integrated energy and climate plans from 2020. This is another step towards the European integration of energy and climate policies and strengthening our positions on the international scene to prevent dangerous changes in the climate”, Ostap Semerak said.

Directive 2009/147/EC on the conservation of wild birds (Article 363 of the AA)

The Parliament voted to amend the Law On the Nature Reserve Fund (as regards powers in the field of environmental protection). Amendments to the law will make it possible to regulate lost management in the field of conservation at the local level, and the issue remains with the practical implementation of these new provisions.

The Ministry of Environmental Protection finally came up with the initiative to implement two EU environmental directives - bird and habitat ones. During the press conference on 12 March 2018, the Minister of Environment O. Semerak announced the beginning of a public discussion of the draft Law On Territories of the Emerald Network. The emphasis on the introduction of the Emerald Network remains incomprehensible in this situation. Of course, there are a number of obstacles to creating NATURA 2000 network of nature-protected European territories, which are based on the fact that Ukraine is not a member of the EU. However, certain agreements at bilateral level would give the Ukrainian nature a chance to become part of European nature not only geographically but also politically, as well as open up new opportunities for funding newly created nature conservation objects.

Directive 2009/29/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC (Article 338 of the Association Agreement)

The pace of construction of energy facilities working on RES is increasing. For example, in the first quarter of this year, 159.4 MW of generating capacity was put into operation (92% of which are formed by wind and solar). It should be noted that almost 50 MW of capacity was installed in the Kherson region. It exceeds the capacity put into operation for the same period last year in 2.4 times. The average capacity of “green” facilities is 3 MW. Thus, investors, in particular foreign ones, are increasingly entering the market. Experts and market participants note that the reasons for the increase in RES capacity this year was an increase in investors’ confidence in the market and a transparent procedure of the allocation of the “green” tariff to new projects by the Regulator.

At the same time, even such rates are not enough for the implementation of the National Renewable Energy Action Plan by 2020. And, in parallel with this, there is a question of paying for existing capacities. For example, RES facilities, which occupy less than 2% of the power system, receive 7% of the electricity market revenues. In connection with this, the discussion about the need to improve the rules for developing “green” energy in Ukraine is intensifying; in particular, by introducing modern auction
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instruments for large industrial facilities. Yet another impetus to the discussion was given by the MP L.Pidlisetskiy, who, based on the results of the round table “Introduction of Competitive Tools for the Procurement of “Green” Energy in Ukraine”, published as abstracts the Concept for Introducing Competitive Pricing Mechanisms for Electricity from Renewable Energy Sources\(^\text{110}\), based on which a draft law will be prepared in the near future.

The main features of the Concept:

- All facilities of solar generation - more than 5 MW, wind - more than 10 MW shall take part in auctions.
- Lower capacity facilities may, at will, take part in the auction or receive the “green” tariff provided for by the Law, which is valid until 2030.
- PrePPA for solar energy projects - 2 years; wind energy projects - 3 years. Since the transition to auctions, all PrePPA (except 5.10 MW) shall be concluded based on the results of an auction.
- Duration of support - 15 years from the moment of the PPA, depreciation of assets - 15 years.
- The price cannot be higher than the “green” rate at the time of the auction (not at the time of commissioning).
- Participation in the tender is guaranteed by a bank guarantee (20% of the cost of the planned (average) annual electric supply at the price of the initial offer at the auction).

The Verkhovna Rada also emphasized that this Concept does not abolish “green” tariffs, because "it [the “green” tariff – editor’s note] set in the laws and will be in force by the end of 2029\(^\text{111}\). However, the document caused an ambiguous reaction. In particular, a part of public organizations wrote a letter to the Director of the Secretariat of the Energy Community J. Kopac\(^\text{112}\) with the emphasis on the fact that public representatives were little informed about the round table and that the process of discussing new tools should be more transparent. In parallel, the public is already beginning to prepare the first proposals and comments to the Concept\(^\text{113}\). Meanwhile, the Ukrainian Wind Energy Association (UWEA) declares that the transition to auctions will negatively affect the further pace of construction of the “green” generation. The Chairman of the UWEA A.Konechenkov noted that investment in the industry has now finally been resumed and that when the example of the EU member states that switched to auctions is given, it is forgotten that the switch in the European Union has been made for three years to prepare. The concept also provides for the switch to auction instruments from next year.

A.Konechenkov also noted that electricity from RES is not so expensive in Ukraine: “Today we have 10.2 euro cents for the wind today. This is the rate, at which the wind energy can be sold in the market. In Italy - 11 euro cents. In Hungary - more than 11. In Austria, France, Belgium, it is slightly more than 9. But loans in Ukrainian banks offer 20-25%, and in Europe, a loan can be taken at 2-3%. Add this price and you will see that we have not such a high tariff”.

Investors who invest in the construction of power plants on renewable energy sources have now a tense period through the obscurity of when and how “green” auctions will be implemented. Against this background, the head of the subcommittee of the FEC Committee L. Pidlisetskyi stated that the package of regulatory legal acts should be submitted to the parliament on April 27. However, there is no clarity as to the accuracy of this date, since the Concept needs a qualitative elaboration and discussion by all parties to the process.

The European-Ukrainian Energy Agency conducted an independent online survey on the point of view of the main elements of design of the RES policy. 41 respondents took part in the survey without a special sample. Investors, developers, consultants, community organizations, business associations, representatives of ministries and international organizations were among participants of the survey. Respondents expressed the following generalized position: it is necessary to set quotas on newly installed
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capacities, not on the generation. Taking into account the availability of energy deficit and energy surplus areas and the potential of RES, most respondents supported the differentiation of the cost of connection and tariff system in different regions. Quotas, according to the participants in this survey, should be differentiated for each type of energy generation. The majority of respondents supported the fact that the bidding system should extend to the sun and wind. Participants of the survey chose the threshold of the installed capacity, from which the project falls under the tender system: solar - 10 MW, wind - 10-15 MW. Most respondents chose the term of the previous contract for the sale of electric energy up to 10 years, although representatives of the largest solar power plants tend to have longer contracts (15-20 years). With regard to the Concept of the RES Auction System, then it, in the opinion of the survey participants, should be developed by the end of 2019, and take effect no earlier than 2020.
During March, there was an adjustment of the content, timeframes and list of tasks provided for by the updated Action Plan for the implementation of the Association Agreement. After a long delay, a law was adopted to implement Directive 94/22/EC on the conditions for granting and using authorization for the prospection, exploration and production of hydrocarbons. This document abolished the need to obtain 14 permits and the implementation of six mandatory procedures, and significantly accelerated the approval of activities on the development and operation of oil and gas fields. At the same time, as a result of the initiative of the State Agency of Reserve and the National Institute for Strategic Studies, the efforts have been intensified to fulfill the requirements of Directive 2009/119/EC regarding the creation of minimum oil and oil products reserves.

Directive 2009/119/EC imposing an obligation on Member States to maintain minimum stocks of crude oil and/or petroleum products (Article 338 of the Association Agreement)

On 7 March 2018, the updated Action Plan\textsuperscript{114} for the implementation of the Association Agreement has postponed the deadlines of:

- the development and approval of a model of minimum oil and oil products stocks, development, formulating with EU experts and submitting to the Cabinet of Ministers of the draft law on support of minimum oil and oil products stocks - from December 2017 to 1 July 2018 (State Agency of Reserve, the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry and PJSC NJSC Naftogaz of Ukraine (by consent) are responsible, task 749 of the plan);
- preparation and approval of the budget of engineering and technical measures, assessment of needs for additional reservoir capacities and their design - from December 2017 to 31 December 2018 (State Agency of Reserve and Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry are responsible, task 750 of the plan).

The additional tasks of the State Agency of Reserve and the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry are also formulated regarding:

- the development of action plans for the introduction of emergency and special reserves in the event of a significant disruption of oil supply by 31 December 2018 (task 749.3 of the plan);
- the construction of additional tanks and the purchase of oil and oil products necessary for the formation of their minimum reserves until 31 December 2019 (tasks 753.1 and 753.2 of the plan);
- the development of detailed lists of all special and emergency reserves stored in the territory of Ukraine and the introduction of a regular submission to the Energy Community Secretariat of reports on oil and oil product reserves by 31 December 2022 (task 757 of the plan).

In addition, the appearance of orders on completing the construction of tanks and the purchase of oil and oil products for 1.5 years indicates that their authors have a superficial idea of the subject of regulation, because the construction of at least 1 mcb of capacities will require much more time, and the purchase of oil and oil products in the amount sufficient to form their minimum reserves - allocation in 2019 of 3% of Ukraine’s GDP.

In pursuance of the task 749 of the action plan\textsuperscript{115}, the State Agency of Reserve has developed the draft government resolution On Approval of the Model for the Formation of Minimum Oil and Oil Reserves and its Financing in Ukraine. According to this document:

- reserves should be created in the amount represented by 90 days of average daily net imports (2 million tons of oil equivalent) with a ratio of oil and oil products 30:70; oil products mean automotive gasoline and diesel fuel in the ratio of 38:62;
- management of oil and oil products reserves will be carried out by the Central Company, in which 70% will be owned by the state, 30% - by market operators;


\textsuperscript{115} Ibid.
Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC

In order to comply with the requirements of Directive 2009/28/EC concerning the promotion of using renewable energy sources, the National Standardization Work Program for 2018 provide for the adoption, by the end of the year, of 16 national standards defining production requirements, test methods, transport and storage of liquefied petroleum gas and liquid fuel with biological components (especially ethanol as a component of gasoline).


The National Standardization Work Program for 2017 provided for the adoption by the end of the year of 33 standards aimed at the implementation of Directive 98/70/EC. As of 5 April 2018, 11 of them were approved, the first wordings were developed for seven of them, for two - the following ones, and 13 were returned for finalization. Work on them is scheduled to be completed by the end of the year.

The Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry was obliged to develop, by 1 January 2018, to develop the Technical Regulations on requirements for aviation gasoline and fuels for jet engines that complies with the requirements of Directive 98/70/EC. However, this and the above-mentioned tasks were not carried out due to lack of financing.

As it was forecasted, the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry did not have time to determine until 20 March 2018:

- “uniform legal, organizational, financial and economic principles for the quality control of oil products in accordance with EU norms and rules” (task 1702 of the action plan);
- SE “Research Institute of Oil-Processing and Petrochemical Industry “MASMA” as responsible body for monitoring the quality of fuel in the Ukrainian market (tasks 1702.8);

In addition, the appearance of tasks 1703.1-3 and 6 on the assessment of national fuel consumption; development and implementation of a system for monitoring the quality and safety of oil products; ensuring the functioning of the system of interlaboratory comparisons of the test results to confirm the quality of the test; the development and implementation of a system for collecting in-country data on fuel reserves shall be formed from the target deductions from each sold liter of gasoline and diesel fuel; long-term loans from international financial institutions; conclusion of stock-ticket agreements.

As of 5 April 2018, the draft resolution was being agreed upon by the central executive authorities.
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quality “by 20 March 2018” indicates that their authors have a fairly superficial idea of the subject of regulation, since the implementation of these measures will require funding and much more time. With regard to task 1703.4, which provides for the establishment of requirements for off-road vehicles and agricultural and forestry tractors “to ensure the possibility of using unleaded gasoline”, it looks foolish, since the import and sale of leaded petrol is prohibited by the law124 of 1 January 2003.


In compliance with requirements of Directive 94/63/EC on inventory of terminals for storage and loading of oil products, the Action Plan125 published on 7 March 2018 provides by 31 October 2018 (task 1695, responsible authority - the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources):

- to develop, formulate with EU experts and submit for approval to the Cabinet of Ministers the draft technical regulation which will set requirements for the storage, transportation and transfer of fuel, relevant equipment and service stations;
- inventory of terminals for storage and loading of gasoline;
- development of recommendations for the control of the operation of petrol stations and storage tanks for oil products of small size.

It is surprising that:

- tasks 1695 and 1695.4 refer only to gasoline, while Directive 94/63/EC applies to all oil products;
- in the task 1695.5, obscure “reservoirs for storage of oil products of small size”.

**Directive 94/22/EC on the conditions of granting and using authorizations for prospection, exploration and production of hydrocarbons (Annex XXVII, Articles 279, 280, 341 of the AA)**

On March 15, due to the first successful meeting of the Commission on Subsoil Use in 2018, the “work of a number of enterprises in terms of licensing”126 was unblocked. The State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources is recommended to provide and extend 133 permits to more than 40 subsoil users. The Commission’s meetings scheduled for 16, 23 February and 2 March 2018 did not take place due to the lack of a quorum.

On 29 March 2018, the President signed the Law of Ukraine No. 2314-VIII of 1 March 2018 On Amending Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine Concerning the Simplification of Some Aspects of the Oil and Gas Industry127. This document that canceled the need to obtain 14 permits and the implementation of six mandatory procedures and significantly accelerated the approval of the implementation of work on the development and operation of oil and gas fields amended:

- Article 97 of the Land Code of Ukraine regarding granting legal entities the opportunity, after the completion of research and industrial development of deposits and bringing the deposits into industrial development, to use the land on the basis of an agreement with the land owner or, in agreement with the land user, for the period of change in their intended use and the execution of documents which certify the right to use them;
- Articles 98 and 99 of the Land Code of Ukraine regarding the possibility of using the servitude mechanism for the construction of oil and gas production facilities and pipeline transport, which will allow the use of land without changing their intended use;
- Article 168 of the Land Code of Ukraine that the removal and transfer of soil cover of land for drilling and construction of oil and gas wells, construction and operation of pipeline facilities, etc.

---
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may be carried out without special permission, but on the basis of a working project on land management;
- Articles 156 and 207 of the Land Code of Ukraine regarding compensation to land owners and land users of losses caused by the use of agricultural land for the needs of the oil and gas industry, as well as losses of agricultural land;
- the Code of Ukraine On Subsoil (Articles 17, 24, 48), the Law of Ukraine On Oil and Gas (Articles 1, 36) and the Mining Law of Ukraine (Article 24) regarding the abolition of the mandatory obtaining of mining allotment permit;
- Article 4 of the Law of Ukraine On Regulation of Urban Development regarding the abolition of the need for registration of facilities of oil and gas construction as facilities of urban development activities;
- Article 35 of the Law of Ukraine On Oil and Gas regarding the introduction of a declarative principle of approval of field development projects;
- Article 39 of the Law of Ukraine On Oil and Gas regarding the provision to subsoil users of the right to dispose of geological information owned by them on the right of ownership independently without the consent of state and local self-government authorities;
- Article 45 of the Law of Ukraine On Oil and Gas regarding the expansion of the range of entities that carry out a geological and economic assessment of oil and gas reserves.

On 2 March 2018, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources appealed to the State Regulatory Service to approve the draft Law of Ukraine On Amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine and other laws of Ukraine regarding the termination of the right to use subsoil, which is aimed at consolidating at the legislative level the effective mechanisms of influence on subsoil users who violate the requirements of the legislation, pay rent for the use of subsoil untimely and not in full. In case of adoption of this document, the subsoil user having arrears of payment of rent will not be able to obtain a new permit or extend the validity period of the valid permit for the use of subsoil, while the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources will receive the right to submit upon the recommendation of the SFS:

- to suspend the validity of special permits for the use of subsoil in case of a subsoil user’s tax liabilities arising from the rent for the use of subsoil that exceeds 1,300 subsistence minimum for able-bodied persons (except for the conclusion of a contract for the deferred payment (postponement of payment) of such a tax debt);
- to cancel special permits for the use of subsoil in cases of:
  - the presence of user’s tax debts exceeding 6,000 subsistence minimums for able-bodied persons;
  - early termination of the contract on the deferred payment (postponement of payment) of the tax debt for payment of rent for the use of subsoil, the amount of which exceeds 1,300 subsistence minimums for able-bodied persons;
  - the recurrence of a user’s oil and gas subsoil tax debt for payment of rent for the use of subsoil, exceeding 1,300 subsistence minimums for able-bodied persons within 12 months following the month of full repayment of the previous amount of debt.

According to the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, on 14 March 2018, the Government “approved the resolution on amending the procedures approved by Resolutions of the Cabinet of Ministers of 30 May 2011 No. 594 and 615”.

The said document supplementing the draft resolution should eliminate inconsistencies in the Procedure for Granting Special Permits for the Use of Subsoil and the Procedure for Holding Auctions for the Sale of Special Permits for the Use of Subsoil, based on the practice of their application, in particular:
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to exclude the program of works on subsoil sites from the package of auction documentation submitted together with an application for the issue of a permit for the use of the plot of land for auction;
- to file an application together with the documents necessary for obtaining special permits for the use of subsoil, also in electronic form;
- to exclude a provision prohibiting the granting of a permit without holding an auction to a person who does not perform a program of work on the subsoil areas, for which it has already been granted a permit, or in respect of which violations of the rules for the use of subsoil have been revealed at such sites, which is recorded in the acts of inspections, orders or instructions of the relevant bodies in the field of subsoil use until they are eliminated;
- to remove the norms on mandatory sealing of applications and other documents submitted by business entities for the provision of special permits for the use of subsoil.

The report of the Ministry for Environment and Natural Resources of 15 March 2018 also refers to:
- the introduction of electronic filing of documents for obtaining or prolonging the term of special permits for the use of subsoil;
- establishment of clear deadlines for informing a subsoil user about the decision taken and the time period for issuing the relevant documents;
- prohibition of alienation or transfer to private ownership of special permits issued to enterprises of the state sector of the economy, including by establishing new legal entities by them or in the case of participation in a legal entity of a subsoil user of another legal entity.

Despite this, the fact that, as of 5 April 2018, the resolution mentioned in the statement of the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, was absent among the documents approved by the Government on March 14, and its final draft, for the fourth time (!) is filed by the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources for approval by the State Regulatory Service, on 16 March 2018, the decision No. 117 was found to be such that does not meet the key principles of the state regulatory policy (previously it was made by decisions No. 510 and 614, once again the project was withdrawn for revision), disturbs.

The situation regarding the preparation of the Subsoil Code, a new wording of which had to be adopted in 2016, has not changed. Although the submission of the draft new Code to the Verkhovna Rada was scheduled for the fourth quarter of 2017 (Objective 1, Task 202 of the plan), as of 20 March 2018, it is still being “finalized by the interested authorities”, and according to the plan, the fourth quarter of 2018 (task 1) is determined as the new term of its preparation. It is surprising that:
- the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources is going to prepare amendments to Article 62 of the current Code (task 4) by the same plan within the same term;
- the government resolution published on 7 March 2018 provides for the submission to the Cabinet of Ministers for consideration by 31 October 2019 of the draft law amending the current Code of Ukraine on Subsoil on the introduction of a transition from a system for obtaining special permits for the use of subsoil to the conclusion of agreements on the use of subsoil (tasks 1765.1, responsible authority – the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources).
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The state of preparation of the following draft government resolutions is still unknown:

- On Amending the Methodology for Determining the Initial Sales Price at the Auction for a Special Permit for the Use of Subsoil\(^{142}\) (Objective I, Task 204\(^ {143}\)), which should introduce a differentiated approach to the evaluation depending on the purpose of the work (exploration or extraction), the degree of reliability of the geological materials (resources or reserves) and type of deposits depending on the complexity of extraction (traditional or non-traditional methods);
- On Amending the Classification of Mineral Resources Reserves and Resources of the State Fund of Subsurface Resources aimed at ensuring the possibility for sub-users to apply the provisions of the 2009 United Nations Framework Classification for Fossil Energy and Mineral Reserves and Resources (UNFC 2009). The classification\(^ {144}\) was proposed to be supplemented by paragraph 28, which provides for the use of the needs of the user of the subsoil upon his application of UNFC 2009, CRIRSCO, PRMS international standards, etc.\(^ {145}\);
- On Amending the Methodology for Determining the Value of Mineral Resources Reserves and Resources of the Deposit or Subsoil Area Granted for Use (Objective I, Task 203 of the Plan\(^ {146}\), the deadline for implementation is postponed to December 2018\(^ {147,148}\).

**Article 279 of the Association Agreement as regards ensuring equity of access and exercising of the activities of prospecting, exploring and producing hydrocarbons**

Since, in accordance with clause 3 of Article 279, each party must ensure equal access of all subsoil users to subsoil sites, on 12 March 2018, on the official site of the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources, there is a statement of the intentions of the service to start the procedure for the sale of special permits for the use of subsoil through electronic auctions in the near future\(^ {149}\). Within implementation of this project, on 5 March 2018, a working meeting with representatives of ProZorro.Sale, where “key issues of the operation of the electronic system” were discussed, was held. According to the Acting Chairman of the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources O. Krylyuk, “In 2018, all auctions will be held on-line”\(^ {150}\). However, despite this statement, the draft Government Resolution On the Implementation of the Pilot Project on the Implementation of the Procedure for Holding Auctions for the Sale of Special Permits for the Use of Subsoil Through Electronic Auctions\(^ {151}\) has not yet been approved by the service.

As of April 5, there is no date for the first auction in 2018 for the sale of special permits for use of subsoil (although the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources reported that the announcement of its holding will be posted in the Uriadiovy Kuryer newspaper “in March”)\(^ {152}\). However, among 13 plots to be auctioned, there are no hydrocarbon ones. Thus, the exploration of new oil and gas deposits was blocked, at least until the beginning of summer.

Since, in accordance with clause 4 of Article 279, each party “may require that the entity, to which the permit for the exploration, extraction and production of hydrocarbons have been given, to pay a financial contribution or contribution in hydrocarbons”, the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources have been granted a permit\(^ {153}\) to conduct, until the end of 2018, scheduled inspections “of activities of subsoil users who submitted zero calculations related to rent for the use of subsoil to the State Fiscal Service
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and/or did not submit the report on the annual form of balance sheet 6-rp as to the existing extraction in (hydrocarbons losses) to the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources, which was established as a breach of agreements on subsoil conditions”154. The ultimate aim of the inspections of subsoil users, the list of which is updated on 6 March 2018155 is the withdrawal of unused (“sleeping”) licenses.

Article 280 of the Association Agreement as regards ensuring transparency in granting licenses for prospecting or exploring hydrocarbons

On 28 March 2018, the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources announced the opening of access to the geological map of Ukraine at a scale of 1:200 000, which contains digitized geological data for 1991-2015156. The resource was prepared within the framework of the implementation of the Ukrainian-Canadian Geomap-200 project157.

At the same time, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources continues to delay with the introduction of amendments to the Regulation on the Procedure of Disposal of Geological Information158 (Objective I, task 206159), which should, in particular, introduce simplified digital access to real-time secondary geological information (the term of the task is the first quarter of 2017160). On 14 October 2017, the head of the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources O. Semerak noted that “we have decided not to amend the outdated Regulation on Geological Information, but to create a qualitatively new document instead”161. However, the draft of the relevant resolution162 was rejected on 22 December 2017 by the State Regulatory Service in connection with the failure of the authors to comply with the principles of state regulatory policy (decision No. 595163).

On 27 March 2018, the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources of Ukraine published a “compromise version” of the draft resolution entitled “On Approval of the Procedure for the Disposal of Geological Information, Amending Certain Decrees of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine and Invalidating the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 13 June 1995 No. 423164. The document, in particular, provides for:

- establishment of a procedure for the acquisition of geological information that will ensure equal access to it by all interested parties;
- abolition of the requirement on the necessity to agree on the sale of geological information created (purchased) at the expense of legal entities and individuals;
- replacement of coordination of the sale of geological information with the State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources by a notification;
- introduction of exclusive grounds for refusal to sell geological information;
- provision of the opportunity to familiarize third parties with geological information, transferred to the subsoil user under the contract of sale of the right to use it, for the performance by these persons of a part of the work and/or the provision of services;
- introduction of the Geological Information Catalogue, which will allow to determine its location and owner.

In addition, the action plan published on 7 March 2018165 provides for the creation and implementation, by 31 October 2019, of a mechanism for the formation and sending to the European Commission of the annual 154 http://geo.gov.ua/novyna/bilshe-70-nadrokorystuvachiv-podavaly-nulovi-pokaznyky-u-podatkovyi-rozrahunk-y-kabmin-ynav-0
155 http://geo.gov.ua/storinka/plany-perevirok-nadrokorystuvachiv
156 http://geoinf.kiev.ua/wp/kartograma.htm
158 http://zakon0.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/423-95-%D0%8F
160 http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1079-2016-%D1%80/paran146#n146
162 http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/423
Oil report containing information on geographic areas open for search, exploration and extraction, permits granted, a list of organizations that have received the permit and their composition, as well as estimated reserves of hydrocarbon resources in the territory of Ukraine (task 1765.9, responsible authority - Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources).
Business Climate

The selection of candidates for 5 vacant posts of the NEURC members is completed, however, appointment did not take place as the Presidential Administration did not complete the special check. At the same time, two temporary commissioners were dismissed, which led to the lack of a quorum in the Regulator.

Two laws came into force - on privatization and on limited liability companies. Both are aimed at increasing investment attractiveness and reducing all kinds of risks in conducting business. Meanwhile, the State Fiscal Service is working on simplifying reporting procedures for companies and entrepreneurs. The Verkhovna Rada has registered draft laws aimed at easing currency regulation and foreign exchange transactions, which will have a positive impact on the business climate in Ukraine as a whole. The draft law on the harmonization of the Laws of Ukraine with the Law On State Aid to Business Entities was also registered.

Article 277 on the Regulator (provisions of Directives 2009/72/EC and 2009/73/EC as regards the regulatory authority)

The Competition Commission for the Selection of Candidates for the NEURC Members held two mandatory interviews and announced the preliminary rating on March 23. Nevertheless, the Commission was not able to submit 10 candidates for 5 vacancies of the NEURC members to the President of Ukraine, since the special check of candidates provided for by the Law of Ukraine On Prevention of Corruption and the check provided for by the Law of Ukraine On the Purge of Power have not been completed. The Presidential Administration (AP), at the end of March, has not completed a special check of candidates. In this regard, members of the Competition Commission sent a letter to the AP asking to speed up the process.

The delay in conducting a special check of candidates and the forced postponement of the date of commencement of the collection of documents resulted in the postponement of the termination of the first selection for at least 20 calendar days (provided that the President makes the maximum use of the time for consideration of the submitted candidatures). Meanwhile, since March 23, the Regulator has no quorum again: the President has dismissed temporarily appointed commissioners V. Morozova and V. Taratun.

Both interviews with the candidates were conducted without an online broadcast, contrary to requirements of Article 8 of the Law of Ukraine On the NEURC to hold the meeting of the Competition Commission in the form of open hearings with real-time broadcasting. By amendments of March 15, the forms of its work are specified: open hearings, workshops and interviews. According to them, interviews shall be conducted with audio- or videorecording, but not with an online broadcasting. At the same time, due to open information about candidates, public activists have carried out an “assessment of integrity” of all applicants for a position: the potential conflict of interests, the matching of property and expenses with declared income and possible involvement in corruption or other abuses.

On March 21, the Energy Community Secretariat published the Report on the Assessment of the NEURC’s Independence in accordance with the Third Energy Package. The Report expresses concern about the
violations of the Regulator’s independence (delayed adoption of the budget, delaying the publication of regulatory acts of the NEURC in the Uriadovy Kuryer newspaper, etc.) and provided recommendations regarding possible amendments to the Law on the NEURC. In addition, it also refers to such deficiencies as the revealed imperfections in the justification by the regulator of its decisions, and the prevention of political interference in its activities. “From the perspective of the Secretariat, steps must be taken to strengthen the NEURC’s independence.”

Meanwhile, the NEURC reports that 8 oblenenergos compensated UAH 117 thousand to 913 consumers for poorly provided services in accordance with the provisions of the Procedure for Ensuring the Quality Standards of Electricity Supply Services. In addition, according to the NEURC’s reporting forms No. 11 and No. 12, about 120 thousand consumers should have received such compensation, therefore, the Regulator will check these violations during inspections of companies during 2018.

**Article 378-379 as regards creating favorable conditions for business**

President of Ukraine, with the support of the National Bank, submitted the draft Law on Currency. The new draft law aims to establish a lighter regime for currency regulation, in particular, grants the right to carry out basic and other activities, determined by the legislation both in the national and foreign currency, without obtaining a corresponding license from the National Bank. Article 37 on sanctions and fines for the execution of currency transactions without licenses is completely excluded from the Law of Ukraine on Foreign Economic Activity (FEA).

The draft law No. 8177 on the liberalization of the circulation of foreign currency and FEA in the context of the implementation of the Concept of New Currency Regulation, developed by the National Bank, was also registered in the VRU. The draft law provides for the possibility of applying international factoring and leasing in Ukraine, simplifies and, in some cases, excludes licensing of currency transactions, softens currency control for residents and non-residents. It also proposes a reduction of currency restrictions when making a transfer of profits or dividends from foreign investment. Against this backdrop, the NBU raised its discount rate to 17% per annum.

The Law of Ukraine On Privatization was signed and entered into force. The law creates favorable conditions for conducting settlements of non-residents for purchased privatization objects not only in the national currency, but also in foreign one. The law also provides for the right to initiate a bankruptcy procedure for the purpose of immunity from attempts by old debtors to obtain assets. In addition, foreign investors have the right to resolve disputes, by 2021, appealing to the law of England and Wales, which potentially provides for additional guarantees. Such a right is possible until 2021, until the completion of judicial reform and the creation of new courts at all levels.

One of the main laws for the development of small and medium enterprises was signed - the Law On Limited Liability Companies. One of the main advantages is the lack of the possibility of excluding a minority member of a partnership for systematic non-fulfillment or improper performance of duties. Earlier, there was such a possibility and it was used to legitimize raider attacks at enterprises.

The State Fiscal Service (SFS) has signed with Financial Institutions the Agreement on Information Cooperation for the Provision of the Service to Transfer the Data on Financial Statements of an Enterprise.
to a Financial Institution. In particular, this will facilitate and speed up the exchange of information, and will enable entrepreneurs to submit tax reporting through the online banking service\textsuperscript{186}.

Meanwhile, during the period from February 1 to March 21, according to the “single window” principle, almost 75% or 216.6 thousand of 356.9 thousand customs declarations were executed\textsuperscript{187}.

**Articles 262-264, 267 on state aid**

The draft law No. 8191\textsuperscript{188} on the harmonization of the Ukrainian legislation with the Law on State Aid to Business Entities was registered in the Verkhovna Rada. The amendments are largely technical in nature and complement other laws in terms of providing state aid. In particular, the requirement to approve the relevant mechanisms for providing aid to business entities with the Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine before application is established for all administrators of state resources.

**Article 278 as regards publication of information on ENTSO-E Transparency Platform**

The NPC Ukrenergo informed about the completion of the collection and disclosure of bids for the development of software necessary for the introduction of a new model of the electricity market\textsuperscript{189}. The next step is to identify the winner and complete the purchase, after which the developer will be able to get started.

**Article 337-339 as regards cooperation in the energy area (in terms of implementation of certain provisions of Directives 2012/27/EU, 2009/72/EC and 2009/73/EC)**

The draft Resolution No. 8108 on the establishment of a temporary moratorium on the disconnection of services for the supply of electricity and gas to the population of Ukraine during the heating season up to 2020 is registered in the Verkhovna Rada\textsuperscript{190}. If the consumer does not pay, any supplier may terminate the contract. But now these companies are offered to bear such debts. Although the logic of such a legislative step can appeal to humanity, the proposed mechanism is not market-based and questions the quality of the initiative in the context of the business climate.

**Articles 351, 352 as regards taxation of energy and electricity goods (as regards implementation of certain provisions of Directives 92/83/EEC, 2008/118/EC and 2011/64/EU)**

The draft Law No. 8160\textsuperscript{191} on stimulating the development of the electric transport sector in Ukraine was registered. It is proposed to amend the Customs Code and exempt electric vehicles and other goods for their production from import duties in the territory of Ukraine until 31 December 2028.

\textsuperscript{186}http://sfs.gov.ua/media-tsentr/novini/332466.html
\textsuperscript{187}http://sfs.gov.ua/media-tsentr/novini/331682.html
\textsuperscript{188}http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=63731
\textsuperscript{189}https://ua.energy/osnovni-podiyi/ukrenergo-na-krok-blyzhche-novogo-rynku-elektroenergiyi/
\textsuperscript{190}http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=63603
\textsuperscript{191}http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=63678
ANNEX 1.

List of Articles of the Association Agreement and Acquis Subject to Monitoring

The group *Electricity and Nuclear Security* conducts monitoring and assessment of issues relating to electricity, nuclear energy, coal and elimination of consequences of the Chornobyl accident. Acquis concerned:

- Article 269, Chapter 11, Title IV, Directive 2009/72/EC (market-related provisions)
- Article 270, Chapter 11, Title IV, Regulation (EC) 714/2009
- Article 271, Chapter 11, Title IV, Regulation (EC) 714/2009
- Article 338, Chapter 1, Title V, Cooperation Agreements with IFIs
- Article 339, Chapter 1, Title V, coal market
- Article 342, Chapter 1, Title V, cooperation in the nuclear safety sector

The group *Gas* conducts monitoring and assessment of issues relating to gas, in particular, the implementation of the following acquis:

- Articles 338, 341, Directive 2004/67/EC + Annex XXVI (Early Warning Mechanism), Articles 275 (Unauthorised taking of energy goods), 276 ( Interruption), 309 and 314 (resolution of disputes) of the Association Agreement
- Chapter 11 Trade-related energy, in particular Articles 269 (Domestic regulated prices), 270 (Prohibition of dual pricing), 271 (Customs duties and quantitative restrictions), 272 (Transit) and 273–274 (Transport, cooperation on infrastructure)
- Annex XXVII to Chapter 1 Energy cooperation, including nuclear issues — Directive 94/22/EC + Articles 279–280 (Access to and exercise of the activities of prospecting, exploring for and producing hydrocarbons, and licensing conditions)

The group *Energy Efficiency and Social Issues* conducts monitoring and assessment of the implementation of the following acquis:

- Directive 2010/30/EU
- Directive 2010/31/EU
- Directive 2006/32/EU
- Directive 2012/27/EU
- Directive 2009/72/EC (social issues)
Methodology

Articles 338, 341 of the Association Agreement
Directive 2009/73/EC (social issues)
Articles 338, 341 of the Association Agreement

The group Environment and Renewable Energy Sources conducts monitoring and assessment of the implementation of the following acquis:

- Article 363, Directive 2011/92/EU
- Article 363, Directive 2001/42/EC
- Article 363, Directive 2003/42/EC
- Article 363, Directive 2003/35/EC
- Directives 85/337/EEC and 96/61/EC
- Article 363, Directive 2008/50/EC
- Article 363, Directive 1999/32/EC
- Article 363, Directive 94/63/EC
- Article 363, Directive 2009/147/EC
- Article 363, Directive 2010/75/EU
- Article 338, Directive 2009/28/EC

The group Oil conducts monitoring and assessment of the implementation of the following acquis:

- Directive 2009/119/EC
- Directive 94/22/EC
- Directive 98/70/EC
- Articles 274, Chapter 11 of the Association Agreement (Trade-related energy)
- Articles 275, Chapter 11 of the Association Agreement (Trade-related energy)
- Articles 276, Chapter 11 of the Association Agreement (Trade-related energy)
- Articles 279, Chapter 11 of the Association Agreement (Trade-related energy)
- Articles 280, Chapter 11 of the Association Agreement (Trade-related energy)
- Article 337 of the Association Agreement
- Article 338 of the Association Agreement
- Article 339 of the Association Agreement

The group Business Climate conducts monitoring and assessment of the implementation of the following acquis:

- Article 27, Chapter 11 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
- Article 28, Chapter 11 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
- Article 29, Chapter 11 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
- Article 88, Chapter 6 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
- Article 93, Chapter 6 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
- Articles 97-102, Chapter 6 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Methodology

Article 104, Chapter 6 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Article 105, Chapter 6 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Article 107, Chapter 6 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Articles 144-147, Chapter 7 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Chapter 8 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement and the Directive 2014/25/EU
Article 255, Chapter 10 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Article 256, Chapter 10 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Article 258, Chapter 10 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Article 263, Chapter 10 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Article 267, Chapter 10 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement
Article 277, Chapter 11 (Title IV TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED MATTERS) of the Association Agreement and Directives 2003/54/EC and 2003/55/EC (as regards the regulatory authority)
Articles 355-359, Chapter 5, (Title V ECONOMIC AND SECTOR COOPERATION) of the Association Agreement and Directive 2008/92/EC
Article 379, Chapter 10 (Title V ECONOMIC AND SECTOR COOPERATION) of the Association Agreement
ANNEX 2.
Glossary (Short Description) of EU Acquis Subject to Implementation Monitoring

Gas


This Directive establishes common rules for the transmission, distribution, supply and storage of natural gas. The rules established by this Directive apply to natural gas, liquefied natural gas (LNG), biogas and gas from biomass. They aim to achieve a competitive, secure and environmentally sustainable market. This Directive provides for compulsory functional unbinding (supply) of transmission system operators (TSO) in vertically integrated undertakings. EU Member States must ensure that all customers are entitled to freely choose a natural gas supplier and can easily change supplier within three weeks. At the same time, Member States may impose on suppliers selling gas to household customers obligations which may relate to security, including security of supply, regularity, quality and price of supplies, and environmental protection, including energy efficiency.


This Regulation sets common rules for access to gas transmission systems, LNG terminals and storage facilities taking into account the special characteristics of national and regional markets. The document establishes the procedures of certification of transmission system operators, as well as development, elaboration and implementation of network codes (with the participation of the European Network of Transmission System Operators — ENTSO — for Gas). The key objective of this Regulation is to ensure that all market participants have free and non-discriminatory access to relevant infrastructure and capacities.

Directive 2004/67/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of natural gas supply

This Directive establishes a common framework within which Member States must define general, transparent and non-discriminatory security of supply policies compatible with the requirements of a competitive market, and clarify the roles and responsibilities of market players (including in case of emergency). The government must specify minimum security of supply standards to be complied with by the market players, prepare and update national emergency measures, identify “vulnerable” customers and ensure adequate security for them, establish cooperation with the European Commission and other stakeholders.

Electricity and Nuclear Security


The Directive establishes a European framework for maintaining and promoting consistent improvement of nuclear safety and its regulation. It sets an ambitious safety goal across the EU in order to prevent accidents and avoid radioactive waste from nuclear installations. The directive applies to any nuclear installation subject to licensing.

Council Directive 2013/59/Euratom laying down basic safety standards for protection against the dangers arising from exposure to ionising radiation

The Directive establishes basic safety standards to protect the health of employees, the general public, patients and others from the dangers of exposure to ionising radiation. The Directive applies to any planned, existing or emergency situation which involves a risk to ionising radiation. In particular, it applies to: the manufacture, production, processing, handling, disposal, use, storage, holding, transport, import to and export from the EU of radioactive material; the manufacture and operation of electrical equipment emitting ionising radiation; human activities with natural radiation sources that could lead to a significant increase in the exposure of employees or the public, such as the exposure of space crew to cosmic
Glossary

radiation; domestic exposure to radon gas in indoor air and external exposure to gamma radiation from building materials; managing emergency exposure situations that require measures to protect the public and workers.


This Directive establishes common rules for the generation, transmission, distribution and supply of electricity. It also lays down universal service obligations and the rights of electricity consumers and clarifies competition requirements. Open internal market enables all consumers freely to choose their suppliers and all suppliers freely to deliver to their customers (free movement of goods, the freedom of establishment and the freedom to provide services). At the same time, this Directive sets stricter requirements to unbundling of transmission system operators (TSO) in vertically integrated undertakings. It also contains consumer rights provisions, reinforces and clarifies the functions and powers of regulatory authorities.


This Regulation establishes the rules for cross-border exchanges of electricity with the view to enhancing competition and achieving harmonization within the internal market in electricity. Comparing to the previous Regulation No. 1228/2003, this Regulation contains additional provisions on certification of transmission system operators (TSO), introduction of network codes and publication of information by system operators. It also clarifies that the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (the ENTSO for Electricity) is responsible for the management of electricity transmission networks to allow trading and supplying electricity across borders within the EU.

**Directive 2005/89/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of electricity supply and infrastructure investment**

This Directive establishes measures aimed at safeguarding security of electricity supply so as to ensure the proper functioning of the internal market for electricity, an appropriate level of interconnection between Member States, an adequate level of generation capacity and an adequate balance between supply and demand. It establishes a framework within which Member States are to define general transparent and non-discriminatory policies on security of electricity supply compatible with the requirements of a competitive market for electricity. They must define and publish roles and responsibilities of competent authorities and all relevant market actors. In implementing these measures, Member States are supposed to guarantee continuity of electricity supplies, explore possibilities for cross-border cooperation in relation to security of electricity supply, reduce the long-term effects of the growth of electricity demand, ensure diversity in electricity generation, encourage energy efficiency and the adoption of new technologies, ensure regular renewal of networks.


This Directive authorizes transboundary shipments of spent fuel between Member States for processing, requires prior authorization for transboundary shipments of radioactive waste and spent fuel where such fuel is moved from, through the territory of or to a Member State. This Directive also requires return of radioactive waste to its country of origin.

**Energy Efficiency and Social Issues**

**Directive 2010/30/EU on the indication by labelling and standard product information of the consumption of energy and other resources by energy-related products**

This Directive regulates labelling of energy-related products and provision of information to consumers relating to their consumption of electric energy. It applies to products which have a direct or indirect impact on the consumption of energy and on other resources during use. Suppliers placing products on the market must ensure that such products are labelled with the information about their consumption of energy and other resources. Suppliers must also produce technical documentation to include: a general
description of the product; the results of design calculations carried out; test reports; the references allowing identification of similar models. The technical documentation must be available for inspection purposes for a period ending five years. Suppliers must provide the labels and product-related information free of charge to dealers, and the latter must display labels properly, in a visible and legible manner.

**Directive 2010/31/EU on the energy performance of buildings**
This Directive promotes the improvement of the energy performance of buildings within the Union, taking into account outdoor climatic and local conditions. It lays down minimum requirements, common general framework for a methodology and covers energy used for heating, hot water, cooling, ventilation and lighting. National authorities must establish reasonable minimum requirements to energy efficiency to be reviewed every five years. They also establish a system of certification of the energy efficiency. Such certificates provide information to prospective buyers or tenants on the energy performance of buildings, and advice on enhancing it.

This Directive establishes a common framework of measures for the promotion of energy efficiency within the Union in order to ensure the achievement of the Union’s 2020 20% headline target on energy efficiency. Such measures include:
- annual 1.5% energy savings resulting from implementing energy efficiency measures by distribution network operators and suppliers;
- enhancing energy performance of heating systems, installation of double-glazed windows and roof insulation;
- purchase of buildings, products and services with high energy-efficiency performance by public bodies;
- annual energy modernization of at least 3% of the total floor area of buildings owned and occupied by public bodies;
- expanding rights and possibilities of consumers in the area of energy management which includes easy and free access to the metering data on the actual consumption;
- national incentives for small and medium-sized enterprises to conduct energy audit that should be mandatory for all large enterprises;
- monitoring of the energy performance of new energy generating capacities.

**Environment and Renewable Energy Sources**

**Directive 2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment (codification)**
This Directive introduces an important instrument of the environmental policy — environmental impact assessment. Member States must ensure, first of all, that projects likely to have significant effects on the environment (by virtue, *inter alia*, of their nature, size or location) are made subject to a requirement for development consent and an assessment with regard to their effects. This Directive contains two lists of projects subject to environmental impact assessment (from nuclear power stations, gas pipelines, etc., to large pig farms). An important element is stricter publicity requirements, including to the public participation in the environmental impact assessment.

**Directive 2001/42/EC on the assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment**
This Directive introduces an important instrument of environmental policy — strategic environmental assessment. An environmental assessment must be carried out of certain plans and programmes during their preparation. Such assessment includes preparation of the environmental report (that must contain detail information on the likely significant environmental effects and reasonable alternatives) and consultations with the relevant authorities and the public. Where a transboundary effect is possible, an assessment and consultations in a transboundary context must be carried out.
This Directive implements the provisions of the Aarhus Conventions relating to public access to environmental information. It aims to guarantee public access to environmental information owned by public authorities — both upon request and through active dissemination thereof. Environmental information must be made available to an applicant within one month after the receipt by the public authority of the applicant’s request. A request for environmental information may be refused if the request is manifestly unreasonable, or formulated in too general a manner, concerns an unfinished document or internal communications.

Directive 2003/35/EC providing for public participation in respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment and amending with regard to public participation and access to justice Council Directives 85/337/EEC and 96/61/EC
This Directive addresses the implementation of the Aarhus Convention in respect of public participation and access to justice. It sets the requirements to the introduction of mechanisms of informing the public, holding consultations with the public and taking account of comments and proposals of the public in decision-making. Member States must ensure that the public is given early and effective opportunities to participate in the preparation and modification or review of the plans or programmes required to be drawn up under the provisions listed in Annex I of the Directive.

Directive 2008/50/EC on ambient air quality and cleaner air for Europe
This Directive establishes ambient air quality and ambient air quality management standards. For this purpose, it establishes upper and lower assessment thresholds, target and threshold values, sets objectives for the reduction of the effect of particulate matters, defines and classifies zones and agglomerations, introduces the systems of informing the public and ambient air quality assessment with respect to various pollutants. Where, in a given zone or agglomeration, there is a risk that the levels of pollutants will exceed the alert thresholds, short-term action plans must be drawn up.

The purpose of this Directive is to reduce the emissions of sulphur dioxide resulting from the combustion of certain types of liquid fuels and thereby to reduce the harmful effects of such emissions on man and the environment. It sets the maximum sulphur content in heavy fuel oil, gas oil and marine gas oils. It also specifies methods of sampling and analysis of sulphur content in fuel to check compliance with the requirements.

Directive 2009/147/EC on the conservation of wild birds (Article 4.2)
This Directive relates to the conservation of all species of naturally occurring birds in the wild state in the European territory of the Member States. The mechanism of conservation of wild birds provides for the protection of their habitats; protection and use of birds; prevention of harm that can be caused by invasive species; research and reporting. According to Article 4.2, special protection areas need to be established based on ornithological criteria. Special measures also need to be taken to protect migratory species naturally occurring in the territory of a particular state, especially in wetlands.

Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions (integrated pollution prevention and control)
This Directive lays down rules on integrated prevention and control of pollution arising from industrial activities. It requires using the integrated approach to activities referred to in Annex I thereto. All installations covered by this Directive must prevent or reduce pollution due to using best available techniques, efficient energy use, prevention and control of emissions. Transparency of the integrated approach is ensured by the public participation.

Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC
Glossary

This Directive provides for setting mandatory national targets for the overall share of energy from renewable sources in the overall energy balance to take account of statistics and potential of each particular country. These targets include the achievement of a 20% share of energy from renewable sources in overall Energy Community energy consumption by 2020 and a 10% target to be achieved for the share of RES in the transport sector. This Directive, among other, establishes rules for joint green energy projects between Member States and third countries and access to the grid-system of electricity produced from renewable energy sources.

**Oil**

**Directive 2009/119/EC imposing an obligation on Member States to maintain minimum stocks of crude oil and/or petroleum products**

This Directive lays down rules aimed at ensuring a high level of security of oil supply in the Community through reliable and transparent mechanisms based on solidarity amongst Member States. It provides for the adoption of such laws, regulations or administrative provisions as may be appropriate in order to ensure that the total oil stocks maintained at all times within the Community for their benefit correspond, at the very least, to 90 days of average daily net imports or 61 days of average daily inland consumption, whichever of the two quantities is greater.

**Directive 98/70/EC relating to the quality of petrol and diesel fuels**

The EU introduced rules prohibiting leaded petrol and limiting the permitted sulphur content in diesel fuel with the view to improving air quality and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This Directive sets technical specifications applicable to petrol, diesel fuels and biofuels used in vehicles, as well as to gas oils used in non-road mobile machinery. Apart from the prohibition of marketing leaded petrol, Member States must conduct assessment of national consumption of fuel, adopt laws and identify the authorized body (bodies) to introduce the fuel quality monitoring system.

**Directive 94/63/EC on the control of volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions resulting from the storage of petrol and its distribution from terminals to service stations, as amended by Regulation No. 1882/2003**

This Directive provides for the registration of all terminals used for storage, loading and unloading of oil products, installation of technical means allowing reduction of VOC emissions from mobile containers with oil products, bringing all stationary tanks, rail, marine and motor vehicle tanks and loading installations in compliance with the established requirements.

**Directive 94/22/EC on the conditions for granting and using authorizations for the prospection, exploration and production of hydrocarbons**

This Directive establishes common rules to ensure the non-discriminatory access to and pursuit of activities relating to the prospection, exploration and production of hydrocarbons. These objective and transparent rules reinforce integration of the internal energy market, encourage greater competition and improve security of supply. The document provides for the implementation of measures to ensure:
- equal access to all organizations possessing necessary resources for prospecting, exploring for and producing hydrocarbons;
- granting authorizations on the basis of objective, published criteria;
- communication of all necessary information to all organizations participating in the established procedures.

---

192 The official translation has a lot of mistakes resulting from inaccurate translation
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**Business Climate**

**Directive 2014/25/EU on procurement by entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal services sectors and repealing Directive 2004/17/EC**

This Directive aims to ensure market openness, as well as fair procurements, in particular in the energy sector: extraction (production), transmission and distribution of gas, heat, electricity.


This Directive provides for the implementation of laws on the electricity market which defines electricity as an energy-related product to be purchased/sold/produced/transmitted/stored. These operations may be carried out by all licensed companies on equal competitive conditions. The state also ensures non-discriminatory access to the existing infrastructure, creates favourable conditions for electricity producers to invest in new forms of energy (wind, solar, etc.).


This Directive provides for the implementation of laws on the gas market which defines gas as an energy-related product to be purchased/sold/produced/transmitted/stored. These operations may be carried out by all licensed companies on equal competitive conditions. The state also ensures that companies have non-discriminatory access to distribution networks, gas storage facilities and cross-border gas pipelines.

**Directive 2008/92/EC concerning a Community procedure to improve the transparency of gas and electricity prices charged to industrial end-users**

Pursuant to that Directive, open, generally accessible mechanisms of providing information on the prices of energy resources for customers must be introduced. A particular methodology of collection of respective information about gas and electricity prices is to be drawn up and the respective mechanism to that effect is to be introduced.